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0 through 10. (1) feature-rich Fibre to SCSI RAID Controller 
Module supports up to (8) InfoStations, 60 drives. The SCSI 
to SCSI version supports up to (4) InfoStations, 30 drives. 
- InfoStation, the intelligent 9-bay 
r...........	 RAID-ready backplane enclosure, 
i)	 I	 supports up to (4) hosts. InfoStation
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StorCase is so confident that you and 
your customers will be completely 
happy with InfoStation that we are 
offering a 30-day, no questions asked, 
money-back trial period. Call one of 
our well-informed consultants today at 
(800) 337-8421 and find out how 
growing a storage RAID array with 
InfoStation will add up to substantial 
long-term savings br your customers. 
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NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal 
R&D and foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also 
can direct you to the appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. 
To reach the Regional Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785.
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NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (R1TCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(N1TC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology.
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are seven major 
program offices that develop and oversee 
technology projects of potential interest to 
industry. The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 300 E 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
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NASA's Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organizations 
whose objectives are to establish joint spon-
sored research agreements and incubate 
small start-up companies with significant 
business promise.
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Ames Technology 
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NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at Goddard Space Flight 
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If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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PRODUCTOFTHEMONTH	 Hot Stuff 
T
he energy crisis on the West 
Coast is bad - and it proba-
bly will get worse as we get 
further into the summer. 
Limited power consumption 
and rolling blackouts are mak-
ing life miserable for malls 
Californians. With the worlds 
Population projected to rise to 
10 billion people by the year 
2050, supplying inexpensive. 
environmentally friendly elec-
tricity will be quite a challenge. 
"We need new sources of elec-
trical power," said John Mankins, 
manager of advanced concepts 
studies at NASA Headquarters' 
Office of Space Flight. "We've been 
studying a variety of space solar power 
concepts." Space solar power systems 
use the conversion of sunlight to elec-
tricity by beans of photovoltaic (PV) 
cells. Giant structures consisting of rows 
of PV arrays could be placed either in a 
geostationary Earth orbit or on the 
Moon. The system would collect solar 
energy in space, convert it to micro-
waves, and transmit the microwave radi-
ation to Earth, where it would he cap-
tured by a ground antenna and trans-
formed into electricity. 
According to Dr. Neville Marzwell, 
technical manager of the Advanced 
Concepts & Technology Innovations 
program at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, "We now have the technol-
ogy to convert the Sun's energy at the 
rate of 42 to 56 percent. If you can con-
centrate the Sun's rays through the use 
of large mirrors or lenses, you get more 
for your money because most of the cost 
is in the PV arrays." 
Space-based solar power offers ener-
gy from an unending source with no 
emissions and very little environmental 
impact. "You don ,
 don't need cables, pipes, 
gas, or copper wires. We can send it to 
you like a cell phone call - where you 
want it and when you want it, in real 
time," said Marzwell. 
For more information, visit NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center's Science@ 
NASA Web site at http://science. nasa.gov.
he Space Shuttle's thermal 
Ftiles protect the orbiter and its 
crew from temperatures ranging 
from -250 to +3000°F during re-
entry. After each flight, each one 
of the 24,000 tiles must be inspect-
ed. Engineers from NASA's Ames 
Research Center in Moffett Field, 
A, and the Boeing Co. in Hun-
tington Beach, CA, have developed 
a handheld laser scanner for in-
specting the tiles. 
The scanner uses a digital cam-
era and lasers in a measurement 
technique called laser triangula-
tion. It is the first step toward 
developing an Electronic Inspec-
tion and Mapping System (ElMS) 
that could aid evaluation of the 
shuttle's Thermal Protection Sys-
tem (TPS). The 5 x 9" box, when 
placed over a tile, measures flaws 
within a 3 x 3" area. The scanner 
F sends the data to a laptop comput-
er. Software locates and character-
izes the damage and generates a 
and sore of the flaw. Thc system 
also contains a database of tile fab-
rication and maintenance informa-
tion for each tile on the orbiter 
being measured. 
The system could make the 
inspection process more efficient, 
according to Suzy Cunningham, 
TPS project manager at Kennedy 
Space Center. That, in turn, would 
reduce vehicle turn-around time. 
The technology also may have 
applications in other fields, includ-
ing integrated circuit inspection 
and in manufacturing processes 
that require high accuracy. 
For more information, contact Ann 
Hutchison of NASA Ames at 650-
604-3039, or visit hllp://amesnews. 
arc. nasa.gov/releases/2001/01_J6AR . 
html. 
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IL, has introduced Calcula-
	 .- --
tionCenter midmarket techni-
cal calculation software that 
combines algebraic operations with numer-
ics, graphics, and a technical word proces-
sor. The program's easy-to-use environment 
features InstantCalculators that guide users 
	
through each step of a calculation and 	 - 
remain in the document for repeated use. 
Smart plotting selects the range of a p1ot 
and the plot type, and works whether input 
is data or functions. Traditional math input automatically interprets standard math 
notation, using heuristics to resolve ambiguous input. Input correction automatical-
ly suggests which function a user meant to enter if the software cannot match the 
input. The software produces technical reports that can be distributed via hard copy,
 
e-mail, or the Web, and is available for Windows and Mac OS platforms. 
For More Information Circle No. 750 
Power Struggle 
Itouid 00 1L0 
with harnessed solar power, or travel in space without 
returning to Earth for fuel using a space-based solar 
power generator such as this SunTower. (Photo courtesy of 
NASA) 
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When niost people hear the 
phrase virtual reality 
(VIZ), they get ideas rang-
ing from people wearing 
(funky headgear and 
strange garb, to a totall y immersive envi-
ronment with incredible levels of detail 
and interaction. In fact, virtual reality 
and simulation technology
 are both key 
components in a number of different 
areas, chief among them being manu-
facturing and design. 
To understand what's being done with 
VR and simulation technology, one must 
understand that the differences between 
them are largely just a matter of inter-
face. Both simulation and VR are tools 
that can he used for analyzing and test-
ing materials, training people in numer-
ous ways, and the design and implemen-
tation of new ideas and concepts. 
The main distinction between the two 
is how the users operate the technology. 
VR often requires much more physical 
interaction on the user's part, while sim-
ulation typically is more passive. 
Virtual reality is thought of as a very 
tactile process, incorporating gloves, 
joysticks, head-mounted displays, 3D
ste) en glasses. aII(l ea1proje(tlo11 ideo 
screens and walls. Simulation involves vi-
sualization software with high-end 
graphics - often using 3D CAD models 
- operating on high-speed worksta-
tions. The two are used together by de-
signers and engineers to create almost 
any type of artificial world imaginable. 
In these digital environments, most 
types of real-world situations, variables, 
and reactions can be duplicated. 
For instance, an aerospace engineer 
could replicate a plane in flight and sub-
ject it to a myriad of stresses, including 
wind shears, thunderstorms, and equip-
ment failure. By using this simulation, 
the engineer can see the results of tests 
and variables without using physical ma-
terials and possibly risking damage to 
person antI property. In a more NR-ori-
ented environment, the same engineer 
could design a program that allows a 
pilot to don a pair of 3D stereo glasses 
and use a joystick to "fl y" that simulated 
plane. Then, when the plane is subjected 
to stresses, the pilot can react to them. 
This would provide data for both the 
pilot and the engineer to improve the 
design of the plane and its components.
I lie ultiniate ailsant,ii.e of these tech-
nologies is truly collaborative design, en-
gineering, and analysis - enabling 
groups of engineers to view and manip-
ulate, in real time, a virtual object as eas-
ily as they could a ph ysical object. 
Pioneers in Reality 
Fakespace Labs, a Mountain View, GA-
based virtual reality
 company, began as a 
NASA spinoff originally contracted in 
the early 1990s by NASA's Ames Re-
search Center (Moffett Field, CA) to de-
velop a teleoperated motion platform 
for transmitting sounds and images 
from remote locations. The system, 
called Molly', was combined with a 
BOOM stereo viewer and software to 
match a user's head motions in real 
time. The company, now with a second 
division - Fakespace Systems in On-
tario, Canada - provides complete NR 
systems that allow users to create, dis-
play, express, and explore large, coni-
plex data sets as a shared experience. 
Fakespace systems transition engi-
neers and designers from the single-
riser, 2D workstation to collaborative, 
interactive 3D environments. Systems 
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such as the RAVE' (Reconligurable Ad-
vanced Visualization Environment) and 
CAVE' incorporate large-screen stereo-
scopic displays, flat walls, and immersive, 
walk-in theater environments. 
"We are five years away from a con-
sumer version of this type of work, al-
though there are ways for consumers to 
get close to this level of detail now," said 
Jim Angelillo, vice president of strategic 
relations for Fakespace Systems. "Having 
a $200 graphics card, a pair of cheap pas-
sive glasses, and the right software will let 
You get on the right track." Fakespace 
got on the right track with Dassault Svs-
tentes about a year and a hail ago when 
I
Dassault began integrating Fakespace's 
software capabilities into its CATLA, CAD 
software. ClkTLk is the first application of 
any kind to have native inimersive visual-
ization capabilities built in. 
According to Angelillo, while there 
are a number of different companies in 
the VR and simulation fields, the y all 
provide very similar products and prod-
uct types, which is wh y
 there is generally 
a focus on the same markets. 
"One is manufacturing, and that cov-
ers the automotive industry, aerospace, 
and heavy
 equipment manufacturing," 
explained Angelillo. "Then there is the 
Inilitarx l&d&tai and edin ttioil itiarkct. 
F
Government is by far the biggest user 
and that's true for any of the companies 
that sell VR." 
NASA Ames has been a pioneer in the 
virtual reality
 area for decades, incorpo-
rating many cutting-edge technologies 
and developing new applications for 
those innovations, including medical 
imaging, telemedicine, and training. 
From space flight simulation to design-
ing the shuttle's successor and its capa-
bilities, yR plays a huge part in the work 
that NASA does. According to Francis 
Govers, Government Reality Center so-
lutions manager for SGI (Mountain 
View, CA), his company has provided 
((Inputers for a number of NASA cen-
nis, including a visualization system at 
Ames, and high-speed workstations that 
a number of VR systems. 
I lie most ambitious SGI/NASA virtual 
aiitv project is FutureFlight Central, lo-
iRd at Ames. The $1() million, two-story 
facility is designed to test - under realis-
t1 airport conditions - ways to solve po-
tenual air and ground traffic problems in 
a risk-free simulation environment. 
1 welve rear-projection video screens pro-
vi(ic a 360-degree, full-scale, real-time 
simulation of an airport, allowing pilots, 
controllers, and other airport personnel 
to test out new technologies and operat-
ing techniques. The imaging system is 
powered by
 S(;I workstations. 
NASA's newest VR system, which was 
delivered earlier this year, is called the 
(;RUVE (Glenn Reconfigurahle User In-
terface and Virtual Reality Exploration) 
Lab at NASA's Glenn Research Center in 
Cleveland, OH. The lab features a RAVE 
that consists of three 8 x 8' rear-projec-
tion screens housed in moveable boxes, 
and powered by an SGI Onyx2 Infinite-
Reality2 system. The facility
 will display 
large amounts of data for engineers to 
look at small details, or to step hack and 
see the big picture, according to Jay 
Horowitz, manager of the GRUVE Lab. 
The lab can he networked to other 
NASA centers to allow voice, data, and 
video communication among engineers 
at remote sites while working on a corn-
mon project. 
More Than Video Games 
When companies started experiment- 
ing with the concept of creating corn- 
miter programs to simulate stresses and 
other conditions in the early 80s, most of 
the focus was directed towards an indus-
trial base of users. Now, as personal com-
puters have become more and more 
powerful, simulation technology has he-
come more accessible. And although 
video game development is one of the 
most prolific applications of virtual real-
ity, other non-consumer uses of these 
- 
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widespread. 
One of the sources from which visual-
ization and VR technology originated 
was the science of creating maps 
through photogrammetry, according 
to Ian Matthews, director of marketing 
for StereoGraphics Corp., San Rafael, 
CA, which provides both 3D stereo eye-
wear and monitors for use in visualiza-
tion systems. StereoGraphics' Crys-
talEyes3 is a wireless eyewear system that 
delivers stereoscopic 3D images in con-
junction with compatible software and 
standard workstation displays. 
"Major companies in the map-making 
business, such as ZI Imaging and LH Sys-
tems, use our technology to allow the 
people creating the maps to pick the el-
evations in order to digitize three-di-
mensional data, Matthews said. 
'tCI (()( 'I tjiIiic U ltl\.)l\C(l III IlitI1C 
than just tupt )grapliv and medical re-
search. Like many other NR and simula-
tion companies, one of their primary fo-
cuses is the industrial design sector. The 
design and production of heavy equip-
inent and automobiles is one of the 
largest markets for VR. That's not just 
because the technology oilers a faster, 
simpler, and easier way to design these 
materials, but they also provide a means
lot	 tcstiiii.	 ilictit	 lit	 i	 ) ll'.L}ti( EII1,	 thu 
physical model. 
Across the various markets, the lack 
of a need for ph ysical modeling and 
testing is one of the biggest advantages 
of simulation technology. Car compa-
nies can design and crash test a car 
thousands of times without damaging 
any physical materials. Bob Williams, 
development manager at ALGOR, Inc., 
a Pittsburgh, PA-based analysis software 
provider, points out that companies 
often begin virtual testing as simpl y
 a 
matter of cost savings. ALGOR special-
izes in both Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA) and Mechanical Event Simula-
tion (MES) software. MES takes FEA 
models and generates their motion 
based on physics-based inputs and cal-
culates stresses, displacement, and gen-
eral behavior that a given part would 
demonstrate in the real world. 
Because of the expense and the time 
involved with physical testing, you want 
to try
 and iron out as many things as pos-
II) j (' up front before you do any physical 
In totyping, said Williams. 
\ttother software company, ERDAS of 
r\tlanta, GA, provides geographic imag-
tug solutions, such as IMAGINE Profes-
tial, which is designed to help organi-
,;utlons visualize, manipulate, analyze, 
ii u'asure, and integrate any type of geo-
gi aphic imagery and geospatial informa-
tion into 2D and 3D environments. 
Part of what makes VR and simulation 
technology so appealing to designers 
and manufacturers alike is the ease with 
which it can incorporate existing de-
signs. Most design work for manufactur-
ing is (lone with some forni of 2D or 3D 
CAD software. Since virtually
 all simula-
tion systems operate with the OpenGL 
graphics standard, importing a CAD 
model and appl ying physics to it — such 
as putting a car frame model into a wet 
road simulation — is practical and cost 
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effective. While engineers may have to 
learn how to operate the simulation 
technology itself, they
 still have other fa-
miliar design tools at their disposal. 
Tools of the Trade 
According to SGI's Govers, having the 
right equipment is the first and most im-
portant step in running a VR system. "In 
order to do large-scale 3D graphics," he 
said, "first of all, you have to have a fast 
computer. Second of all, you have to 
have the ability to bring data in and out 
of that computer very quickly and at very 
high bandwidth." 
Other high-end computer suppliers, 
in addition to SGI, are working to make 
super-fast workstations more accessible. 
Hewlett-Packard offers the HP Visualize 
Center, a fulls' immersive visualization 
system powered by three synchronized 
HP j6000 workstations with Visualize-
fxlOpro graphics. The machines work in 
tandem with large-scale 3D stereo-
graphic display systems and OpenGL 
software to bring products to life in a 
seamless, wide-field display. 
The HP Visualize workgroup solution 
is a smaller, desktop version built around 
a single dual-processor HP j5600 work-
station. The workgroup drives seamless 
displays that can be deployed right into 
the engineering workspace or on the en-
gineer's desk. 
Connecting the user to the equip-
ment is just as important as having the 
right equipment. One of the constant 
themes in VR and simulation technology 
is ease of use. As markets and uses for 
the technology continue to broaden, the 
people who are using it aren't necessar-
ily trained to understand simulation 
coding and physics. Williams stressed 
the fact that the human part of the equa-
tion is becoming more and more vital as 
the field advances. 
"It is one thing to provide a tool that 
can do all these sorts of simulations," 
said Williams. "It is another thing to pro-
vide a tool that makes it easy to do this. 
We've also spent a lot of time focused on 
making the set-up and just building on 
these models, utilizing these models, 
and also looking at results and how they 
behave." 
By focusing on how everything works, 
Williams explained that it makes it easier 
to understand how to make the systems 
more intuitive. For a company like 
ALGOR, which focuses on finite ele-
ment analysis and mechanical event sim-
ulation, the goal is making sure users 
can understand what stresses they are 
applying to their models. 
For a company like SGI, which offers a 
broader range of simulations, the need 
for ease of use is much more about how 
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ing on screen. 
"The term I like to use is increasing the 
human bandwidth," says Govers. "We 
want to be able to get information to peo-
ple quicker and make it easier to under-
stand and to make it easier to get from 
where it's data to where it's information. 
Make it more of a natural interface." 
The human aspect of virtual reality is 
what will drive the market from where it
is 110W - Inure af-
fordable and easier 
to use than it was 
five years ago, but 
still not perfected. 
The thing that vir-
ual reality requires 
i s more and more of 
I he senses being 
ible to interact with 
lie computer envi-
inment," said Ster-
oGraphics Mat-
hews. "Today, the 
primary senses that 
ire being exercised 
tie vision and feel." 
Feeling that you're 
actually present in a 
computer-generated 
I ii 1 c ii .1. more than just cool 
imagery. It's all in the details. Enhanced 
3D graphics software, high-resolution 
projection screens, lightweight stereo 
eyewear, and super-fast computers all 
will continue to evolve and result in 
more realistic virtual environments for 
collaborative engineering. 
Visit www.nasatech.com/featuresfor
 more 
comments from industry leaders on virtual 
realitY and simulation.
Get Connected to the 
Companies Featured 
in this Article: 
ALGOR 
www.algor.com 
ERDAS 
www.erdas.com 
Fakespace labs/Fakespace Systems 
www.Fakespace.com 
Hewlett-Packard 
www.hp.com 
NASA's Ames Research Center 
www.orc.nosa.gov 
SGI 
www.sgi.com 
StereoGraphics Corp. 
www.stereographics.com 
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FEMLAB- MULTIPHYSICS MODELING 
Based on the finite element method, 
FEM LAB is a powerful tool for solving 
coupled systems of partial differential 
equations. In addition, FEMLAB includes 
ready-to-use applications for compu-
tational electro magnetics, flu id dynamics, 
transport phenomena, structural 
mechanics and much more.
Order a FREE Model Library! 
Visit www.femlab.com/ient 
M1 ,AB  
or call 781-273-3322 
EUROPE: +4684I29500 
FEMLAB Application Specific Solutions: 
• Multiphysics 
• Structural Mechanics 
• Chemical Engineering 
• Computational Electromagnetics
COMSOL 
www.comsol.com
• 
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i The semiconductor formulation can be 
derived from Maxwell's equations and 
Boltzmann transport theory. The problem 
can be formulated for three independent 
variables and strong nonlinear dependen-
cies are present. Similar problems arise in 
the modeling of photonic devices. FEMLABS 
advanced design, which allows for arbitrary 
couplings, provides engineers the flexibility 
they need to model such phenomena. 
The design of equipment that is expected 
to perform at high voltage requires care-
ful evaluation.This model studies the 
electrical properties of the insulation be-
tween the electrodes in an HV connector. 
The propagation of alternating fields is 
studied by using the j-w method, which is 
readily available to you through FEMLAB'S 
4 graphical user interface. FEMLAB includes a 
number of other ready-to-use applications 
for computational electromagnetics. 
FEMLAB is able to arbitrarily couple diffe-
rent physical phenomena. In this case, the 
heat generation in a current collector is 
studied as a function of current density. 
The current and heat balances are fully 
coupled through the dependence of the 
conductivities of temperature and through 
the heat exerted by the current passing 
through the collector. 
Electrostatic precipitators are often em-
ployed to remove particles from effluent 
gases.The electrodes in these units are 
often helical shaped. The figure shows the 
electrical field in the vicinity of the helix 
during operation of the filter.
FEMLAB KEY FEATURES 
• Flexible and powerful graphical 
user interface 
• Built-in user-friendly CAD tool for
solid modeling in ID. 20 and 3D 
• Automatic mesh generation, adaptive 
mesh and multigrid 
• Powerful solvers for linear, nonlinear 
and time dependent systems of partial 
differential equations (PDES) 
• Extensive postprocessing capabilities 
• Model Libraries with over fifty 
fully documented models from 
various engineering fields 
• Ready-to-use application modes for 
different engineering fields 
• Equation based modeling for arbitrary 
system of PDES 
FEMLAB puts you 
in the frontline 
FEM LAB employs sophisticated numerical 
techniques developed by our staff of leading 
scientists in collaboration with industry 
experts from around the world.These 
scientists had a goal of making modeling 
available to every engineer and scientist. 
FEMLAB is the result of our commitment to 
putting engineering mathematics in a box. 
Order a FREE Model Library! 
F EM LAB	 Visit www.femlab.com/ient 
or call 781-273-3322 EUROPE: +468412 95 00 
FEMLAB Application Specific Solutions: 
Multiphysics 
Structural Mechanics 
Chemical Engineering	
C 0 ri s 0 
Computational Electromagnetics 	 www.cornsol.CO
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A mature analytical technique finds new means and applications. 
4 s a tool for determining the chemical content of a sam-ple, or some other proper-ty, spectroscopy has been 
around a long time. But still the industry 
continues to improve the techniques 
and the equipment, making life easier - 
and analysis times shorter - for the 
researcher in the laboratory. And as 
more powerful and more compact lasers 
are developed for the needed excitation 
wavelengths, mature techniques such as 
Raman spectroscopy gain new adherents. 
According to Thermo Nicolet Instru-
ments of Madison, WI, the spur that 
made Raman spectroscopy a routine 
analytical method was the development 
of Fourier transform detection tech-
niques. Fourier transform IR (FT-IR) 
instruments measure the interaction of 
infrared radiation with samples. Both 
the absorption frequencies and the 
absorption intensity of the radiation are 
recorded. The frequency data is used to 
determine the sample's identity, and the 
intensity information the concentration 
of the material or materials of interest. 
In FT-IR Raman spectroscopy the 2D 
spectral plot shows Raman shift emission 
along the x-axis rather than intensit y, as 
in competing methods. When near-IR 
light strikes it, the sample scatters 
Raman radiation, at slightly longer 
(Stokes lines) or slightly shorter (anti-
Stokes lines) wavelengths than that of 
the laser that causes the excitation. After 
the scattered light is detected, the com-
puter, using the Fourier transform 
process, converts the data into a spec-
trum. Among the experiments and ana-
lytical methods now using FT-Raman are 
monitoring real-time polymerization 
reactions at controlled temperatures 
and using fiber optic probes to identify 
nuclear waste materials remotely.
Thermo Nicolet points to research 
and development of new products, qual-
ity control of manufactured goods and 
incoming materials, forensic analysis, 
environmental testing, and other appli-
cations where FT-IR analysis proves valu-
able. The company says FT-Raman has 
particular relevance to measuring poly-
mers, pharmaceuticals, aqueous materi-
als, biological substances, hazardous and
explosive materials, drugs, inorganic 
materials, and reaction monitoring. 
Top of the Line 
Thermo Nicolet offers a broad range 
of spectrometers and other spectroscop-
ic instruments. At what it calls the "pin-
nacle" of its "Pyramid of Power" is the 
Nexus 870. The device includes all of 
the standard features of its Nexus line of 
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What color ot'  laser light 
do you want? 
That's right, pick your laser light color. With our nitrogen 	 For UV light, add our doubling module. If you could see 
pumped dye laser system, you can tune from 360 nm to	 UV, you could watch it tune from 220 to 320 nm. 
950 nm to get the color of laser light you want.
Talk to us about the color of laser light you want and 
No, no, no! No flowing nitrogen, no running water, no 	 what you want to do with it. We would love to help! 
pumping dyes. With our system, you just plug in and 
turn on. Then select the wavelength for your research 	 Laser Science BE Forge Parkway Frank/in, MA 02038 
and start taking data. It is that simple.	 wwwlaserscience.com 508-553-2353 fax: 508-553-2355 
Thermo Laser Science 
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research FT-IR spectrometers, com-
bined with other advanced research 
capabilities. These include phase modu-
lation step-scan spectroscopy, for pho-
toacoustic depth profiling; dynamic 
polymer stretching step-scan; time-
resolved step-scan spectroscopy; and 
amplitude modulation step-scan spec-
troscopy. Other capabilities are dual-
channel collection for PM-IRRAS, 
advanced scanning velocities for rapid 
scan and slow scan, and extended spec-
tral range (from 25,000 to 20 cm), and 
hyphenated techniques such as ad-
vanced infrared microscopy and Fl-
Raman spectroscopy. 
Among FT-Raman systems, Thermo 
Nicolet offers the FT-Raman 960, which 
the company says was designed for cor-
porate or academic researchers who 
want the optimum in FT-Raman perfor-
mance. It uses gold-coated reflective 
optics throughout its high-throughput 
optical design. The 960 offers the ability 
to search unknown spectra against sever-
al commercial libraries. It allows data 
collection with no sample preparation, 
and collection from aqueous solutions 
without strong interference from the 
water content. It also allows nondestruc-
tive sampling through thin plastic bags, 
blister packs, or glass bottles without the 
need to remove or have contact with the 
samples inside. 
From another leading supplier of 
spectroscopic systems, Kaiser Optical 
Systems, of Ann Arbor, MI, a Rockwell 
Collins company, comes a wide range of 
instruments providing Raman or other 
kinds of spectroscopic techniques. 
Prominent among these is the HoloLab 
Series 5000 modular Raman spectrome-
ter. Kaiser says that its modular architec-
ture provides experimental versatility 
and stability, yet allows for future expan-
sion or upgrading. At its heart is Kaiser's 
axial transmissive imaging spectrograph 
design, which combines fast f/1.8 optics 
with HoloPlexTM transmission grating 
technology. This grating, and the instru-
ment's multichannel CCD array detec-
tor, yields spectral coverage from 100 to 
4400 cm' with 532-nm excitation with-
out aperture sharing or scanning. Kaiser 
Optical says this means reduced data 
acquisition times per sample. 
The Series 5000 spectrometer can be 
outfitted with the Mark II holographic 
filtered prohehead (HFPI-I), which 
Kaiser says will supply high signal-to-
background measurements. This probe-
head uses a single fiber for excitation 
and another for collection. Standard 
telecommunications fiber diameters
(less than 100 microns) result in 
increased mechanical stability. 
Kaiser says that, for process equip-
ment, single fibers reduce the cost of 
long runs of multiple collection fibers, 
and also permit multichannel operation 
on a single spectrograph. Noncontact 
optics with working distances of 0.1 in. 
to 17 in. can measure through windows 
or bottles, or simply at a safe distance 
from a sample. Immersion and inser-
tion optics use single, double, or triple 
window designs to allow safe, direct 
installation into reaction vessels or 
process streams. 
Instant Collection 
The HoloLab Series 5000 Raman inte-
grated system is also based on Kaiser's 
axial transmissive imaging spectrograph 
design, featuring f/1.8 optics and 
HoloPlex transmission grating technolo-
gy. The company says that the entire 
Raman spectrum is collected instanta-
neously at high resolution by optically 
folding the scattered Raman photons 
onto a large-format multichannel CCD 
detector. Options include a Raman 
microscope, a remote filtered probe-
head, and a Class 1 sampling compart-
ment, as well as three excitation wave-
lengths (532, 633, or 785 nm). Alter-
native gratings, cameras, and laser 
sources are available. Kaiser says 
Windows®-based H010GRAMSTM data 
acquisition and GRAMS/32/0C spectral 
analysis software makes Raman data eas-
ily acquired and quickly analyzed. 
Also incorporating the HoloPlex grat-
ing technology is Kaiser's line of 
RamanRxn2 analyzers, which, like the 
HoloLab Series 5000, collect the entire 
Raman spectrum instantaneously at 
high resolution. This enables the collec-
tion of wavelengths of chemically chang-
ing samples such as polymerizations, 
curing, and bubbling solutions or 
species with widely separated analytical 
bands of interest. Kaiser says more accu-
rate quantitative analysis results, and 
that the modular instrument design and 
fiber optic coupling provide robust per-
formance and analyzer stability. 
Kaiser's entries in the telecommunica-
tions arena are the UltraSpec-C 160 and 
UltraSpec-L160 for DWDM network 
monitoring applications. The C-160 has 
the range and resolution necessary for 
characterization of the telecommunica-
tions C-band spectrum at 50-GHz chan-
nel spacing, while the L-160 extends that 
to the L-band spectrum. Expanding on 
holographic optics deployed in Raman 
spectrographs and military avionics, the
patent-pending UltraSpec grating/prism 
structure uses a Volume Phase Holo-
graphic (VPHTM) transmission grating 
recorded in dichromated gelatin and 
sealed between two precision prisms. 
Kaiser says the expanded beam footprint 
on the grating, much larger than the 
beam cross-section, results in a combina-
tion of high dispersion and high resolu-
tion in a very compact package. 
High-Throughput Screening 
According to sources at Jobin Yvon, 
the spectroscopy arm of the Horiba 
group, based in Edison, NJ, the latest 
approach in analytical technology is 
high-throughput screening. This tech-
nique has become important in the 
pharmaceutical industry and in life-sci-
ence laboratories, where it is used in 
screening of drug design and analysis of 
batch production. JY Horiba says the 
new Raman Multiwell Analyzer was 
specifically constructed for use in the 
manufacturing environment. High-
throughput applications mean the sam-
ple reaction process is undertaken in 
multiwell plates, and this instrument, 
based onjY Horiba's analytical LabRAM 
system, has been adapted for use as a 
fully automated multiwell analyzer. The 
company says its new optical designs 
mean a single multiwell plate - the stan-
dard is 12 x 8 - can he analyzed in a mat-
ter of seconds. Additional features 
include a dedicated long-travel autofo-
cus system to compensate for different 
well filling heights; two selectable grat-
ings inside the spectrometer, allowing 
either high-resolution mode or quick 
analysis with full spectral coverage; and 
full integration of different lasers. 
Get connected with the 
companies mentioned 
In this article: 
Thermo Nicolet Instruments
 
Corp. 
(608) 275-6100 
www.nicnlet.com 
Kaiser Optical Sciences Inc. 
(734) 665-8083 
www.hosl.com 
Jobln Yvon Inc./Horlba 
(732) 494-8650 
www.jljhorlba.com 
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Optical Measurement of 
Temperatures in Muscles 
and Tendons (NPO-20562) 
Miniature fiber-optic-coupled sensors 
based on optically excited, self-resonant 
microbeams have been proposed by ajet 
Propulsion Laboratory team for measur-
ing temperatures within muscle fesicles 
and tendons. The proposed sensors 
could be used in medical and biological 
research on humans and other animals. 
Each sensor would be made of electrical-
ly nonconductive materials that are 
chemically and galvanically inert with 
respect to living tissue. Typical sensor 
dimensions would he about 0.5 by 0.5 by 
0.1 mm. These dimensions are suitable 
for surgical implantation; they are also 
comparable to diameters of cores of mul-
timode optical fibers, making the sensors 
amenable to fiber-optic coupling. 
For Ju il/icr information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP)free on-line 
at www.ptbmagazine.com under the Test 
and Measurement category. 
NASA Tech Briefs April 2001, page 34 
High-Speed Image 
Compression via Optical 
Transformation (NPO-20638) 
A method of compressing image data 
proposed by ajet Propulsion Laboratory 
scientist would exploit the capability of a 
converging lens to generate the Fourier 
transform of an image by purely optical 
means, in much less time than is needed 
to compute the discrete Fourier trans-
form of a sampled image by use of digi-
tal electronic circuits. Because the trans-
form, of whatever kind, is the most com-
putation-intensive part of almost any 
electronic image-compression scheme, 
the speedup afforded by this method 
could make the difference between suc-
cess and failure in applications in which 
data must he compressed at high 
throughput rates. 
For Jurther inorination, access the Tech-
nical Support Package (TSP) free online at 
urww.ptbrnagazine.com under the Physical 
Sciences categor'. 
www.nasatech.com
NASA Tech Briefs April 2001, page 37 
Algorithms for Recognition 
of Objects in Color Stereo 
Images (NPO-20754) 
A researcher at Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory has developed algorithms 
to enable a robotic vision system to rec-
ognize, in real time (at a rate between 
0.5 and 2 frames per second), known 
objects lying on the ground. Raw data 
from a pair of color stereoscopic 
images are subjected to rapid prelimi-
nary processing to detect candidate 
locations to be more thoroughl y
 exam-
ined. Once the candidates have been 
detected, additional computations are 
performed to reduce false alarms, rea-
son about the remaining available 
image data, and make a final decision 
about each candidate. 
For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TS) free online 
at urww.ptbmagazine.corn under the Infm-
ination Scien cs category. 
NASA Tech Briefs April 2001, page 38 
Infrastructure Software for 
Mining Image Data Bases 
(NPO-20921) 
A team at Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
has developed Diamond Eye, a comput-
er program that enables a user equipped 
with only a personal computer, web-
browser software, and a network connec-
tion to analyze large collections of scien-
tific image data. The system is based on 
a distributed applet/server architecture 
that provides platform-independent 
access to image mining services. The 
computational engine provides parallel 
execution of the most demanding parts 
of the data-mining task: image process-
ing, object recognition, and querying-by-
content operations. Diamond Eye is cur-
rently being used to locate and catalog 
geological objects in large image collec-
tions, but the design provides infrastruc-
ture for a range of scientific data-mining 
applications. 
For further information, access the Tech-
nical Support Package (TSP) free online at 
www.ptbinagazine.com under the Software 
categoric
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Pyramid-Shape Light Coupler for Multi-Quantum-Well 
Photodetectors 
Light-coupling efficiency should exceed that of corrugated couplers. 
V-LSA cJet Propulsion Laborator y, Pasadena, Calfbrnia 
Wavelength-independent light cou-
plers in the form of planar arrays of pyra-
mids have been proposed for use on 
multiple-quantum-well infrared pho-
todetectors. Wavelength-independent 
light couplers are needed for focal-plane 
arrays of QWIPs designed to operate in 
multiple and/or broad wavelength 
bands. In the proposed pyramid light 
couplers, wavelength independence 
would be achieved by sizing and shaping 
the pyramids to exploit reflections and 
refractions that, to a first approximation, 
depend on geometry only 
Because of a quantum selection rule 
related to polarizations, a quantum-well 
infrared photodetector (QWIP) does 
not absorb light incident normal to the 
planes that make the quantum-well lay-
ers: The rule arises because the quantum 
wells can absorb only light polarized per-
pendicularly to the planes that bound 
the quantum-well layers, whereas nor-
mally incident light is polarized parallel 
to these planes. 
Most commonly, a QWIP device is fab-
ricated so that the planes that bound the 
quantum-well layers are parallel to the 
broad outermost faces of the device; 
therefore, by virtue of this quantum 
mechanical selection rule, light incident 
normal to these faces is not detected. A 
light coupler is needed to redirect inci-
dent light so that it traverses the QWIP 
layers in a direction that includes at least 
some vector component parallel to the 
planes that make the quantum wells. In 
other words, the function of a light cou-
pler on a QWIP is to redirect normally 
incident light to oblique incidence. 
Heretofore, the only wavelength-inde-
pendent light couplers for QWIPs have 
been corrugated ones - parallel ridges 
and valleys. A corrugated light coupler 
can redirect normally incident light in a 
direction with vector component per-
pendicular, but not parallel, to the ridge 
lines. On the other hand, a pyramidal 
light coupler could redirect normally 
incident light along directions with vec-
tor along both mutually perpendicular 
axes in a plane parallel to the quantum-
well surfaces; as a result, light should he 
coupled more efficiently by a pyramidal 
than by a corrugated coupler. 
Corrugated light couplers are fabricat-
ed by wet chemical etching that is selective 
with respect to crystallographic planes. 
Consequently, a corrugated light coupler 
can be oriented only parallel to one crys-
tallographic plane; it is not possible to fab-
ricate two crossed, superimposed corru-
gated light couplers by wet chemical etch-
ing to obtain a pyramidal light coupler. 
The proposed pyramidal light cou-
plers would he fabricated by polv(methv
methacrvlate)- (PMMA)-pattern-transfer 
techniques: In preparation for fabricat-
ing an array
 of p\Tamids on a GaAs-based 
Quip, PMMA would be spun over the 
surface of the GaAs epitaxial material. A 
pattern corresponding to the array
 of 
pyramids would be formed in the PMMA 
by electron-beam lithography
 and devel-
opment of the electron-beam-exposed 
PMMA. Finally, the pattern would be 
transferred to the epitaxial GaAs by reac-
tive-ion etching in a plasma generated by 
electron cyclotron resonance. 
This work was done by Sarath Gunapala, 
Sumiili Bandara, and John K. Liu o/Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.tiasatech.com
 under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 249-1 03 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20521, volume and number of 
this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page 
n umber 
Noise-Reducing Slots in Quantum-Well Infrared Photodetectors 
Dark currents would be reduced. 
NASA sJe1 Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Quantum-well infrared photodetec-
tors (QWIPs) that include two-dimen-
sional surface grating light couplers 
would be modified, according to a 
proposal to incorporate crossed slots. 
It should be possible to increase sig-
nal-to-noise ratios by suitable position-
ing and dimensioning of the slots, as 
explained below. 
The figure depicts part of a typical 
GaAs/AIGaAs QWIP with a two-
dimensional surface grating light 
coupler. The need for, and function 
of, a light coupler on a QWIP is 
described in the preceding article. In 
the case of a two-dimensional surface
All.	 I Two-Dimensional Grating 
4V 410^ 
Heavily	 GaAr.'AlGaAs 
Doped	 Multiple 
GaAs	 Quantum 
C^onla,l	 Layer 
A QWIP With a Two-Dimensional Surface Grating Light Coupler would be modified by incorporation of 
slots in regions where little light is absorbed. 
Oa	 ww.nasatech.com	 Photonics Tech Briefs, Junc 2001
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PHOTON inc. Light Measurement Solutions 
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grating light coupler, there is an impor -
tant effect incidental to the basic light-
coupler function; the absorption of 
light inside the QWIP becomes concen-
trated into columns under the surface 
grating. 
Because little or no light is absorbed 
in regions between the columns, materi-
al could be removed from these regions 
without reducing photocurrent much, if 
at all. This leads to the concept of slots. 
The positions and dimensions of the 
slots would be chosen to correspond to 
the low-absorption regions. 
While the incorporation of slots 
would exert little or no effect on plui-
tocurrent, it would significantly affect 
noise. The dark current of a QWIP is 
proportional to its effective area. In the 
presence of slots, the effective area 
would be the cross-sectional area of the 
columns between the slots. In a typical 
case, this remaining area would be only 
one-fourth the original area; conse-
quently, the dark current of the slotted 
QWIP would be only one-fourth the 
dark current of the unslotted QWIP. 
Inasmuch as the noise current of a 
QWIP is proportional to the square root 
of its dark current, the noise current of 
the slotted QWIP would be reduced to 
half that of the unslotted QWIP, result-
ing in a signal-to-noise ratio twice that of 
the unslotted QWIP at any wavelength 
and temperature. 
Another anticipated benefit of slot-
ting would he an increase in the fraction 
of incident light converted to polariza-
tion perpendicular to the planes bound-
ing the quantum wells and thus an 
increase in light-coupling efficienc y. The 
estimated net effect of slotting would be 
an enhancement of detectivity by a fa(- 
tor  of 3 to 4. 
This work was done let Sarath Gunapala. 
Sumith Bandara, John K. Liu, and Daniel 
Wilson of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP 
free on-line at wwmnasatech.com under the 
Electronic Components and S'stern.s category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 249-103 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, C4 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20518, volume and number of 
this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page 
number
PHil T11N ,, 
Light Measurement Solutions 
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Adaptive Focal-Plane Detector Arrays for Optical 
Communications 
Degradation of signals by atmospheric turbulence would be reduced. 
NASA 'sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Arrays of photon-counting detectors 
and associated digital signal processors 
have been proposed for receivers in opti-
cal communication systems in which the 
optical signals propagate through the 
atmosphere and are relatively weak 
upon reception. The digital signal 
processor would execute algorithms that 
adapt the overall responses of the 
receivers to the temporally varying pho-
ton counts of the individual detectors in 
such a manner as to reduce the deleteri-
ous effect of atmospheric turbulence. 
In a system to which this proposal 
applies, the receiver would include a dif-
fraction-limited telescope with an aper-
ture diameter on the order of 1 to 10 m 
and a focal length on the order of twice 
the aperture diameter, and would be 
used to detect a signal at a wavelength 
around I pm. In the absence of atmos-
pheric turbulence, most of the received
I
Estimates of 
Parameters 
Digital Signal	 Detected 
Receiver Aperture	
Processor	 / Symbols 
Array of Photon-Counting 
Detectors 
An Array of Photon-Counting Detectors would capture atmospheric-turbulence-induced random 
excursions of a received signal from a central, diffraction-limited focal spot. The digital signal proces-
sor would execute an algorithm that would weight the contributions of detectors in such a way as to 
reduce the relative contribution of background radiation. 
signal power could be focused onto a
	 and background radiation from direc-
single focal-plane detector no larger
	 tions other than that of the signal source 
than the diffraction-limited spot size,
	 would be effectively spatially filtered out. 
1_4	 3 1pj]Y' JI	 - 
IV\ Inr.w ; - ..t..	 I]rUk,IIcIk I	 --'.
I U.'tOWIJ VUIt.0 	 U,2V.	 O.'t't IdA 
www.ceolaser.com
 info@ceolaser.com 
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In the presence of atmospheric turbulence, the phase of the 
optical signal arriving at a telescope becomes uncorrelated 
over distances greater than a coherence length that ranges 
from approximately 20 cm at night to as little as 2 to 4 cm dur-
ing the day. The result is that the signal power is spread over a 
spot much wider than the diffraction-limited spot in the focal-
plane, and the portion of signal power received at a given 
point in this wider spot tends to fluctuate on a time scale of 
about 10 to 100 ms. Hence, in order to capture most of the 
received signal power, it would be necessary to use a corre-
spondingly larger-diameter detector, which, because of its 
greater field-of-view, would also capture more of the undesired 
background radiation. 
In a system according to the proposal, a single large detector 
would he replaced by an array of smaller detectors, the photon-
counting outputs of which would be fed to a digital signal 
processor (see figure). In the processor, the temporally varying 
photon counts from the detectors would be effectively weighted 
and combined by algorithms that assign greater weights to 
detectors receiving greater signal powers; thus, the contribution 
of undesired background radiation from detectors receiving less 
signal power would be reduced, the net effect being that the 
overall signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal is increased. 
The detection algorithms have been formulated specifically 
for a communication system that uses M-ary pulse-position 
modulation in which the receiver attempts to determine which 
of M possible symbols has been received by observing the pho-
ton counts accumulated during each of the M time slots of a 
symbol period. It is assumed that the receiver is synchronized 
and, hence, "knows" the beginning and ending times of each 
symbol period as well as the time of arrival of each detected 
photon, and that these times and the associated photon counts 
can be stored for the limited amount of time needed for pro-
cessing. It is also assumed that the photon-count outputs of the 
detectors are Poisson-distributed in time. 
One of the algorithms utilizes continuous weighting of the 
counts from the individual detectors to implement an opti-
mism array-detector receiver. However, this algorithm is not 
practical because the computational burden quickly becomes 
excessive as the number of detectors increases. 
In the alternative simplified algorithm, continuous weight-
ing is replaced by hard decisions on the selection of detectors 
from which the counts are to be considered at a given instant. 
This algorithm would implement a computationally simpler, 
suboptimum array-detector receiver. Computational simula-
tions for representative cases have shown that the performance 
of the simpler suhoptiinum algorithm is almost equal to that of 
the more complex optimum algorithm, and that the improve-
ment in performance over a single detector of diffraction-lim-
ited size would be equivalent to an increase in signal strength 
of about 5 dB under realistic operating conditions. 
This work was done by Victor Vim rotter and Meera Snnivasan of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For /iuther informa-
tion, access the iechn,cal Support Package (TSP) free on-line at www 
nasatech. corn node, the Electronic Components & Systems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the contractor has elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its com-
mercial use should he addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail stop 249-103 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to iVPO-21041, volume and no mher of this NASA Tech Briefs 
issue, and the page number 
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Two-Axis Scanning Mirror in a Small Package 
This compact, lightweight assembly enables scanning with high resolution and 
minimal backlash. 
£4SA 'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A compact two-axis scanning-mirror 
assembly (see figure) has been devel-
oped for use as part of a laser rangefind-
er on a robotic vehicle. The assembly is 
designed to enable scanning of the laser 
beam throughout the space surround-
ing the vehicle for three-dimensional 
mapping of objects in the vicinity.
The assembly
 includes a base that 
consists of a housing for the electronic 
drive circuitry and for the laser system of 
the rangefinder. Built into the top of the 
housing is the stator of a pan motor. An 
integral part of the stator mount is a 
domelike structure that supports the 
upper end of a pan rotor subassembly.
through-bore motor was chosen as the 
pan actuator. The open bore makes it 
possible to place part of the laser circuit-
ry within the motor envelope, saving vol-
ume. The direct-drive, through-bore pan 
motor is capable of continuous pan 
motion and of angular positioning with 
relatively
 high resolution. Also, the 
Slipring 
Enclosure 
A Scanning-Mirror Assembly is shown intact (a) and in cross section (b). 
Two-axis scanning-mirror assemblies 
of prior design exhibit two notable 
weaknesses, one being actuator back-
lash caused by gear-train slop. The pre-
sent assembly contains direct-drive 
actuators that exhibit little or no back-
lash; as a result, the precision and reso-
lution of beam positioning is limited 
only by the resolution of a feedback 
subsystem that is part of a control sys-
tem operated in conjunction with the 
assembly. Moreover, because no gear 
trains are included, the number of mov-
ing parts is reduced and thus reliability 
is increased, relative to assemblies of 
prior design. The other notable weak-
ness of prior designs is inability to pan 
continuously; the present assembly 
includes sliprings, which enable contin-
uous panning.
An upper support bearing and the stator 
of a slipring subassembl y
 lie within the 
domelike structure near its top. 
The pan rotor subassembly consists of 
the rotor of the pan motor and an arch 
that is part of a tilt subassembly. The 
arch is tipped by the rotor of the slipring 
subassembly. The arch spans the open 
bore of the rotor of the pan motor. 
Between the sides of the arch is the mir-
ror, supported by a bearing on each end 
of a tilt axle. The mirror is driven in tilt 
by an ultrasonic motor (USM) on one 
end of the tilt axle. 
The overall design was driven by the 
desire to build the smallest unit possible 
for a given mirror size [1.4 in. (3.6 
cm) high by
 =2 in. (5.1 cm) wide] while 
making it possible to orient the mirror 
as precisely
 as practicable. To this end, a
direct-drive design eliminates mass and 
volume that would otherwise he associ-
ated with a gear train. 
One important advantage of a USM is 
passive braking; when power is not 
applied, it holds its position. Hence, the 
use of the USM as the direct driver on 
the tilt axis also eliminates mass and vol-
ume that would otherwise have been 
associated with an external brake that 
would have to he put on a gear train. In 
addition, a USM weighs less than does a 
conventional electric motor. 
This work was done by Brett Ken nedy of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory. For Jurther information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.na.satech.com under the Machi ner/ 
Automation category. 
NPO-20904 
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Lasiris laser line thickness down to 
5.5 pm 
T
here's a fine line between 
guesswork and precision. With the 
Micro-Focus Series precision laser 
line generators, that line has been 
crossed. Capable of producing lines 
as thin as 5.5 pm, these evolutionary 
lasers reveal details you've never 
seen before—with remarkable 
accuracy. Which means inspecting 
tiny microchips, wafers, resistors, 
pins and semiconductor components 
just got a whole lot clearer—and 
mnrc reliahle. Its fll)ViI)U5. 
Hot Dielectrics as Light Sources for TPV 
Devices and Lasers 
Wavelength-selective emitters are combined with optical wave-
guides to form superemissive light pipes. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
	
Experiments have demonstrated the 	 such a material with an emission peak or 
	
feasibility of using flame-heated refracto- 	 peaks to match the corresponding laser 
	
ry dielectric solid bodies as wavelength- 	 absorption or TPV response peak(s). 
	
selective sources of light for special	 The emissive material can be in the form 
	
applications; in particular, for powering 	 of a mantle or a felt, or it can be one of 
	
thermophotovoltaic (TPV) devices and 	 the chemical constituents of a solid crys-
	
for pumping lasers. A refractory dielec- 	 tal. To increase the effectiveness of a 
	
tric material suitable for this purpose is 	 light source of this type, one can join a 
	
one that, when heated by a flame, emits	 crystalline rod containing the emissive 
	
intense light with a spectral peak or 	 material with another rod (which serves 
	
peaks at one or more visible and/or	 as an optical waveguide) to form a 
	
infrared wavelengths. For a given laser 	 device called a "superemissive light 
	
or TPV application, one would choose	 pipe" (SELP). 
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Figure 1. Emission Spectra of flame-heated mantles of three materials contain peaks that can be 
matched to absorption peaks of other materials to achieve transfer of energy in various applications.
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OACHES ON 
Figure 2. An ErAG/YAG SELP was tested for use in radi-
antly supplying power to a GaSb photovoltaic cell. 
Photonics Tech Briefs 
In one set of experiments, ytterbia, 
erbia, and thulia were tested as candi-
date emissive materials in an effort to 
match the absorption peak of Nd' in 
neodymium: yttrium aluminum garnet 
(Nd:YAG) lasers and to match the pho-
tovoltaic response peaks of Si and GaSb 
TPV devices. Figure 1 shows the mea-
sured emission spectra of mantles of 
these materials heated by propane 
flames. Thulia could be chosen for 
pumping Nd:YAG lasers because its 
spectral peak at a wavelength of 818 urn 
lies in the absorption band (790 to 890 
nm) of Nd. The erbia spectrum shows 
only weak emission in the Nd absorp-
tion band but is well matched to the 
spectral response of GaSb devices. 
SELPs made of various material combi-
nations were tested in another set of 
experiments. For example, Figure 2 
depicts a test setup for measuring the out-
put of a GaSb photovoltaic cell under illu-
mination from a SELP that comprised an 
emissive crystalline rod of erbium alu-
minum garnet (Er5A15012 , also known as 
"ErAG") bonded to a YAG light pipe. In 
one experiment in which the ErAG emit-
ter was heated to an estimated tem-
perature of 1,350 C by torches burn-
ing stabilized methacetylene propadi-
ene (commonly called "MAPP gas'. 
the photovoltaic-power density was 
found to be 1.56 W/cm 2, correspond-
ing to a photon-to-electron conver-
sion efficiency of 29 percent. It has 
been estimated that if the emitter 
temperature were raised into thu 
range of 1,500 to 1,600 °C, and if thu 
conversion efficiency were to remain 
the same, then the photovoltaic-power 
density would rise to about 5 W/cm. 
This work was done by L. C. DeShazes 
A. S. Kushch, and K C. Chen of Quan-
tum Group, Inc., for Glenn Research 
Center. For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
on-line at wwwnasatech.com under the 
Plvvsical Sciences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to NASA Glenn Research 
Center Commercial Technology Office, 
Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8. 
21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16678.
new, 
Plug& PlayI
 Camera 
 
*11 p,xci	
Kit
----------------- T"Iete system 
SILICON VIDE002112 1.3 megapixel, 10 bit, 
progressive scan, monochrome or color, with a 
programmable resolution to 1288 x 1032 pixels 
PIXCI002X PCI Interface supplies power 
and programmable pixel clock for the camera. 
Trigger input for async reset. 
XCAP-Lite Software provides camera control 
including sub-windowing/sampling, mirror & flip 
modes, RGB balance, and user-selectable pixel clock. 
2 Meter Cable supplies power, pixel clock. 
and control
Two polarization-recycling techniques 
have been proposed to increase the effi-
ciency of illumination of liquid-crystal 
display (LCD) panels. The motivation for 
this proposal lies in the inherent ineffi-
ciency of an LCD panel: For proper oper-
ation, illumination with polarized light is 
necessary, but a typical lamp generates 
unpolarized light. If one simply passes 
the lamp light through a polarizer on the 
way to the LCD panel, then one wastes 
the half of the light that is in the unde-
sired polarization. To increase the effi-
ciency of illumination, one would have to 
recycle the otherwise wasted light, con-
verting the undesired polarization to the 
desired one; this is what is meant by 
polarization recycling." 
Unlike a related older polarization-
recycling technique, the two proposed 
polarization-recycling techniques would 
not enlarge the cross section of the illumi-
nating beam. (Such enlargement is a disad-
vantage in a typical application in which 
one seeks to illuminate a small panel.)
Figure 1 schematically depicts the opti-
cal configuration for the first proposed 
technique. The unpolarized light from a 
lamp would be concentrated by a reflec-
tor and directed to a polarizing beam 
splitter. The p-polarized light would pass 
through the beam splitter, while the s-
polarized light would be reflected per-
pendicularly toward an LCD panel. The 
p-polarized light would strike a flat mir-
ror, then would travel back to the lamp 
reflector, where it would he reflected 
twice. After emerging from the lamp 
reflector, the p-polarized light would 
pass through a half-wave retarder that 
would occupy half of the beam cross sec-
tion. The half-wave retarder would cause 
the reflected p-polarized light to become 
s-polarized. In the beam splitter, this 
newly s-polarized light would be reflect-
ed perpendicularly toward the LCD 
panel, along with the originally s-polar-
ized light. 
For the portion of unpolarized lamp 
light that would hit the half-wave 
Polarization Recycling for Lighting LCDs 
More Efficiently 
Unpolarized light would be utilized fully, without enlargement 
of the illuminated area. 
NASA 'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cal/brnia 
For More Information Circle No. 445 or 	 www.nasatech.com	 Photonics Tech Bricfs.Jiine 2001 
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Figure 1. This Optical Configuration for Polarization Recycling would be suitable for illuminating a 
small panel facing perpendicularly to the optical axis of a lamp reflector. 
retarder first, the end result would be 
the same, though the sequence of events 
would differ: After passing through the 
half-wave retarder, the initially unpolar-
ized light would remain unpolarized 
until it reached the polarizing beam 
splitter. The p-polarized subpart of this 
part of the light would pass through the 
beam splitter, while the s-polarized sub-
part would be reflected perpendicularly 
toward the LCD panel. The p-polarized 
light would strike the flat mirror and 
would go back through the half-wave 
retarder, which would convert it to s-
polarized light. Continuing along its 
path, this portion of s-polarized light 
would be reflected twice by the lamp 
reflector, and would finally be reflected 
perpendicularly, by the beam splitter, 
toward the LCD panel. 
Figure 2 schematically depicts the con-
figuration for the second proposed tech-
nique. Light from a lamp would reach a 
reflective polarizer; the p-polarized light 
would pass through to the LCD panel, 
while the s-polarized light would be 
reflected. The reflected s-polarized light
would pass through a quarter-wave 
retarder, becoming circularly polarized. 
The circularly polarized light would he 
reflected by a flat mirror and would go 
back through the quarter-wave retarder. 
which would cause this light to become 
p-polarized, as needed to join the origi-
nally p-polarized light in illuminating 
the LCD panel. 
This work was done by In hang of Calf er/i 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the 
contractor has elected to retain title to thu 
invention. Inquiries concerning rig/its for its 
commercial use should be addtecsed to 
Technology Reporting H/f 
FL 
Mail Stop 249-103 
4800 Oak Grove Driui' 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to AiPO-20824, volume (111(1 11(1 uniter 0! tIlt 
NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page number: 
._. Quarter-Wave Retarder
_____	
1 Jr 
Reflective Polarizer' 	 LCD Panel 
Figure 2. This Alternative Optical Configuration for polarization recycling could be suitable for illumi-
nating a panel (e.g., a notebook-computer LCD panel) that would be on a direct optical path from a lamp. 
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New Products 
For more information on the products below, go to www.p6magazine.com1products. 
________________ Product of the Month
	
Air-Cooled Laser 
____________ 
Unique Polarizing Technology 	 mg Edge Opironics, 
Meadowlark Optics, Frederick, CO, has formed an alliance with	 Charles, MO, offers 
 
\loxtek, Urem, UT, to introduce the new VersaLight polarizer
	
'eat-a-Pulse, a 1064-nm
hat draws on the latter's unique polarizing technology.
	
	
de-pumped air-cooled

capable of delivering Meadowlark says that VersaLight provides the broadest wave-
	 pulsriii
 (III i'. ,iiiil up t i, 12 mJ at 1-to-30-Hz oper-length range and the widest field of view of any material Cur-
	 duo0. Cutting Edge says that the beam quality is high 
ently on the market. Constructed of a thin layer of aluminum
	 and the pulse-to-pulse stability means that every \IicroWires" on a glass substrate, the polarizer operates from
	 pulse has the same width and the same energy. The 
Itt' visible through the infrared, with what Meadowlark calls
	 Repeat-a-Pulse is available in TEMw and multimode 
utstanding performance at the telecom wavelengths. The
	 configurations. The units are designed to be used in 
iidwiched between other components at normal incidence or
	 recommends them for semiconductor manufactur- 
,itenal can be shaped as needed, used in sheet format, or
	 a constant-temperature environment Cutting Edge 
ii IS degrees. tng and repair operations, where identical pulses are 
essential. They are factory-sealed and maintenance-
free, according to the company. 
Small-Form-
,'	 Factor 
-	 Transmitters! 
-	 Receivers 
A ne%% line of small-
loinola:ii 
dual transmitters 
and dual receivers 
nines from Stratos 
1 i,iios,isi LL(- , , Chicago,  II. Housed in an industry-
standard SFF transceiver package with two LC fiber 
optic interfaces, each package contains either two 
transmitters or two receivers. They are available in 
850-nm and 1310-nm versions for any data rate up to 
2.7 Gb/s. A single SFF package can be ordered with 
the two transmitters or receivers having the same or 
difli-retti data j aics and operating at the same or dif-
ii ui-lengths. 
I
i Peak Fitting 
Module 
OriginLab Corp 
Northampton, M.\ 
releases the PFM Ii 
lit itrii module, islitch the company says add,
 
pi'.ik ,ut,ilvsis lutii iunalitto Origin, the Windoss- 
based scientific graphing and analysis software. 
OriginLab says that the PFM 6.1 provides an indis-
pensable tool for spectroscopy, chromatography, and 
any other field requiring analysis and modeling of 
data with multiple peaks. The company credits the 
device's user-friendly interface with supporting high-
ly interactive peak fitting. Data conditioning and 
adjustments to baseline, peak function, peak shape, 
or parameters can be done "on the fly" without hav-
ing to initiate a new fitting session. 
, 
	 Diode-Pumped 
.	
Industrial UV Laser 
Coherent Laser Disisiotu 
WERE ^ Santa Clara, CA, offers lie AVIA 3554500, a frequencs-

I) "is Isud diode-pumped solid-state U's'

last-i. [he new addition to Coherent's 355-nm AVIs's

line produces 4.5 W of average power at 25 kHz.

The AVIA 3554500 has variable repetition rates.

adjustable "on the fly" front single-shot to 100 kHz,

and has pulsewidths of less than 30 ns up to 60 kHz,

with what the company calls excellent pulse-to-

pulse stability. The AVIA is pumped by two field-

replaceable aluminum-free active-area diode mod-

ules. Its design incorporates extra-cavity doubling

and tripling, allowing the third-harmonic-generat-

ing crystal to be moved without altering the head's 
alignment.
Compact 
Optical 
Transceiver 
Kaiser Electro-
Optics, Carlsbad, 
CA, introduces 
the Hyperscope 
a compact opti-
cal transceiver 
for free-space optical communications. It can be 
provided in 850-nm, 1310-rim, and 1550-nm wave-
lengths. Its aperture range is 3 to 8 in,, and obscu-
ration area is about 0.5 percent. Field of view is 
about 1.5 minimum, Typical line-of-sight applica-
tions for the Hyperscope include backhaul, "last-
mile" networks, or situations where laying of opti-
cal fiber is not feasible.
VCSELAhgnment 
Feature Add-On 
"s . III icoi,d tic to 1 
I upiipmeiit Corp 
ii	 \Iuiorpark, CA, 
ding two new h-i 
lilt's, a video imagi 
u,u,,ikei _isil ii,'su isp ',i,uissu. ui t ire Nfr)del 4lOand 
Model 560 Out iii l,,u'r botiders, for enhancing pre-
cision during pickup and alignment of VCSELs with 
target sites on submounts such as TO headers. The 
optional video image marker creates and stores a 
fixed video overlay of crosshairs, in the form of a bit 
map for centering the VCSEL's emission point, as 
well as up to 10 different video patterns that can be 
superimposed on the suhmnoimnt on which the 
VCSEI_ is to he bonded. 'the pI't'riuulg station 
improves preristuihu III \ ( 'l I 1 u1ACCultrot. 
Color Video 
Display 
I lie TF'r-M2, 
ulor side-,' 
display from 
'u ularis Ind,is-
ties, Atlan ta,
 
GA, measures 
lilt	 ill
 
­ h  ii i ill I I iii 02 in. thick The 
device has composite video N I SC/PAL) and sep,u-
rate RGB video inputs. Display resolution is 480 wide 
by 234 high with a dot pitch of 0.105 wide by 0.161 
high. The TFT-M25 weighs 25 g. The module runs 
off 12 VDC. Its viewing angle from left to right is 45 
degrees, and up and down is 10 to 30 degrees.
Multi-
Ot
Megapuxel 
Camera 
Water 
too, Ont., Cana-
-	
cIa, is offering 
the 4M25 multi-
inegapixel digi-
tal camera, designed for fast, very high-resolution 
imaging. DALSA says the 4M25 is the first area-scan 
camera to combine 2048-x-2048 resolution and true 
12-bit digital output at 25 frames per second. The 
camera's full-frame progressive-scan CCD has a 12-
micron-square pixel format and a 100-percent fill 
factor. DALSA says it is especially good where inter-
scene light variations exist. There are four camera 
outputs, and it coitus with complete interface cable 
sets and Windows 9 7,	 '1 'il software, 
Modular 
Infrared Ca: 
digo Systems, 
inta Barbara, CA, 
is that its new 
'lloenix' infrared 
camera fatuity is dcsigiiecl to set new standards for 
performance and flexibility in nonvisible imaging 
solutions. Camera sensors are available in three spec-
tral hands: near-IR, mid-IR, and longwave 1R, with 
InSb, lnGaAs, or QWIP snapshot focal plane arrays. 
Two resolutions are available: medium (320-x-256 
pixels) and high (640-x-512 pixels). The system con-
sists of a camera head and back-end electronics, 
which can he as much as 30 meters away from each 
thu I 'sit lot it it, tatt produce 14-bit digital data at 
(II 'sip
Real-Time UV Power 
- -
	 Monitor 
uttron Electronics. Schaum-
lung, IL, introduces the 
I ILV, which it calls the 
industry's first real-time LW 
power monitor. The unit con-
-	 uutiuously monitors the out-
jun of UV light sources that 
il m md sterilization purposes. The 
If \ units in iso, models, one with a built-in ampli-
fier and another with a separate amplifier/optical 
fiber with remote head. The former comes in a die-
cast structure to prevent deterioration from UV 
exposure, and features a large LED for easy reading. 
The optical fiber head can withstand temperatures 
up to 300 degrees C, making it suitable for UV appli-
cations where high-temperature drying is required. 
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I
'm researching piston loads and forces, using kinematic 
equations backed up by analytical software. I'm looking for 
a mathematical formulation on piston skirt loads. The general 
equations found in engineering hooks are only approximate, 
and do not delve deeply enough into the explicit nature of the 
"rocking effect." Any assistance would be appreciated. 
Stephen Golya 
glyzltn@aol.com 
I read with interest the brief in the March issue of NASA Tech 
Briefs entitled "Metal-Supported Catalyst Beds for Reacting 
CO 2 With CH 4" by Gerald Voecks of NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. This work could be the centerpiece of technology 
in developing partially recyclable fuels for fuel cells that could 
be used for clean-burning future automobiles. It may be a 
stretch now, but what better source for hydrogen than water? 
I would like to hear comments relative to, and expanding 
upon, the concept developed byJPL. 
Michael Horvath, Jr. 
michaelh@tauberoil.com 
(Editor's Note: Michael, there is more information available on this 
technology through the Technical Support Packages section of our Web 
site at www.nasatech.com/tsp . Click on the Materials category, and 
you 'II find the associated information.) 
I can find wear rate data on Type 3 hard anodized coating, 
but I am trying to find wear data on Type 2 architectural an-
odized coating. Does anyone know where I can find such data? 
I'm looking for data on both sealed and unsealed Type 2 an-
odize. Thanks. 
Steve Gonya 
sgonya@stny.rr.com 
I'm looking for a supplier of Peltier Cooling/Thermal Elec-
tric Units (TEUs) and some information on the temperatures 
they can withstand. 
Robert Lehman 
robert.lehman@autolivASP.com 
(Editor's Note: Robert, here's a response from a fellow NASA Tech 
BrieJs reader regarding your request.) 
The standard temperature limit is 80°C, but there is also a 
high-temperature version that will survive up to 200°C. The 
coatings are very unforgiving about overheating. They are 
made from low-melting alloys and will simply melt down. Low 
temperatures are no problem as far as I know. I've cooled 
down to -80°C with Peltiers. You may also find additional in-
formation at www.melcor.com. Hope this helps. 
Leif Kjellberg 
leif.kjellberg@acreo.se
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SIR-1000W/SIR-1000i
 
,d 1' nd Digital Data Recorder 
 
/ICP	 td u/all l/u,'/dlL'lt II data  
Sony digital data 
recorders give you incredible 
performance and superior	 - 
reliability in lightweight, 
compact configurations that 
fit almost anywhere. 
Our SIR-1000 series captui 
critical analog and digital data (or 
analog and synchronized video 
data with our optional video card) 
at speeds up to 160kHz and 24 
Mb/sec for as long as 2 full hours 
(32 hours max. at lower band-
widths). Utilizing the Advanced 
Intelligent Tape standard, they can 
store up to 25 Gbytes (non-corn-
pressed) on a single AlT cartridge.
ii 
For situations deniaiidin, 
lower bandwidth, but equally 
rugged performance and reliability, 
Sony provides the PC200AX series. 
These portable, DAT-based 
digital data recorders have band-
width from DC to 20kHz, can 
be configured up to 128 channels, 
and allow recording times up 
to 6 hours. 
For More Information Circle No. 527
F
Compact Size: 
13.4 u 
10.2 deep, 4.	 hi/ 
And with 
their easy-to-use 
WindowsNT®-based 
'oItware, Sony digital 
data recorders make your data as 
easy to analyze as it is to record. 
So, if you only have one chance 
to get it right, get the digital data 
recorder that won't let you down. 
Call us at 1-949-770-8400, or visit 
us at www.sonypt.com . 
ICP is a registered trademark of 
rt:a 1':e(,tro,zJcs, Inc.
Anna McGowan, Morphing Project Program 
Manager, Langley Research Center 
ats
ening 
PRECISE 
REPEATABLE 
ELI ABLE 
OS IT ION 
ENSING SYSTEMS 
!I.' I
!15 
Nv. M, 
KpDA is micro-proces-
sor based and software 
controlled to solve 
almost any position 
measurement problem. 
Easy push-button cali-
bration, interchange-
able sensors, and the 
ability to save and 
recall specific sensor-
target calibration con-
figurations make KpDA 
ideal for the lab envi-
ronment. Inductive 
technology is noncon-
tact and immune to 
dust, fluids and color. 
For More Information
Circle No. 411
A
nna McGowan is 
an aerospace en-
gineer who serves as 
Program Manager for 
the Morphing Project 
at NASA's Langles 
Research Center in 
Hampton, VA. Th 
project is focused on 
finding new applicatiii 
materials, as well as finding methods 
for applying those materials, specifi-
cally in aircraft. 
NASA Tech Briefs: What is the mission 
of the Morphing Project? 
Anna McGowan: The Morphing Pro-
ject division is looking 20 years or fur-
ther into the future and asking what 
airplanes are going to look like in 20 
years, and what technologies we need 
to be researching today to make that 
possible. If we want airplanes that are 
extremely lightweight, maybe we need 
structures and materials that are more 
like bones, or very lightweight, porous 
materials that are still very strong. We 
want wings that can handle rocks flying 
at them, or other damage. Can we 
make things that self-heal - some-
thing that you can shoot a bullet 
through and it heals? We are not fo-
cusing on a specific vehicle, but rather 
different technologies that would be 
applicable to a variety of different 
structures. 
NTB: Could you explain what makes 
the materials you work with "smart"? 
McGowan: Smart materials actually 
respond to a stimulus and you can con-
trol that response to your benefit. So, 
as an example, if you need to control 
vibration, you can take one of these 
materials that vibrates, you can control 
it to vibrate in the opposite direction 
your wing is vibrating, and you there-
fore control wing vibration. That's why 
they're called smart materials. They re-
spond in a reproducible manner. For 
example, when you apply five volts, it 
moves six inches. Some of these mate-
rials are vibrational, which means they 
work better at higher frequencies. Oth-
ers are more static - they move slowly 
but are very strong and can bend huge 
structures very easily. For the materials 
www.nasat(-ch .C( )T1
that move, you can compare those to 
non-smart materials like steel or wood. 
If you apply heat to steel or wood, they 
don't move. They don't do anything ex-
cept maybe melt or burn. 
The idea is that basically, today, to 
make things move, we need gears, hy-
draulics, pumps, cables, etc. Here, you 
would not need that. All you would 
need is the smart materials and stimuli 
like heat, electricity, or magnetism. 
NTB:How many different types of 
smart materials are you working with? 
McGowan: There are actually far too 
many to name because there are so 
many different variations. Nickel tita-
nium is a very common shape-memory 
alloy, but you can add different ele-
ments to change different aspects of 
each alloy. We've mixed and created a 
lot of different materials, although we 
tend to stay with the ones we know 
work very well. Langley is, for all of 
NASA, the Center of Excellence for 
structures and materials, so we can cre-
ate new materials here, modify existing 
materials, and build and test a lot of 
different and eccentric structures in a 
lot of different ways. 
NTB: Have you discovered any 
unexpected applications for these 
materials that may cross over into the 
public sector? 
McGowan: Without a doubt, we've 
found uses for these materials. I'll give 
you a classic example. The THUNDER 
Actuator is an actuator that was cre-
ated, developed, and patented right 
here at Langley. It is now considered 
commercial and off the shelf. It is 
made from smart material. It's being 
used in all sorts of applications, includ-
ing medical and pumping applications. 
A lot of these different materials can be 
tailored for medical applications, and 
vibration suppression in washing ma-
chines, cars, trucks, and buses. If you 
could shave five percent off the drag of 
a truck, you'd save millions of dollars 
in fuel. 
A full transcript of this inten'iew appears 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/whoswho. Ms. 
McGowan can be reached at a.rmcgowan@ 
larc. nasa.gov.
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For more information on these and other new, licensable inventions, visit 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch 
Project Management Application 
Provides Comprehensive Overview, 
Increased Efficiency 
Hans Mechier, F. Hoffinann La Roche Ltd. 
U	 --	 .----	 Although there are 
many software prod-
!__!J	 ucts that offer project 
management tools 
cr- 	 such as ifie sharing in-
tegrated data updat- 
r-.	
ing and tracking, estj 
mating, and budgeting, 
it is difficult to find 
one that it1tcgrate the vliok l)t(ject in one application. F. 
Hoffmann La Roche Ltd. and Triplan have developed a com-
prehensive project management software tool that integrates 
all information into a single database that is used to update 
and track every aspect of a project, including work breakdown 
structure, cost control, change order management, risk assess-
ment, project process control, and milestone trend analysis. 
This software tool holds enormous benefits for virtually any 
industry, especially those with complicated projects that re-
quire cooperation across organizational or hierarchical units. 
(;et the complete report on this technology at: 
www. nasatech. corn /techsearch/tow/roche. html 
New LCD Technology Enhances 
Display Viewing 
Tony Cupolo, Perimeter Technology, inc. 
Liquid cista1 
displays (LCD)  
are found virtu-
ally everywhere  
today  in ncr- - 
	
r	 --
sonal digital as- 	 - 
sistants, cell 
phones, and lap-
tops. This technology is a nosel displas architecture that uses pho-
toluminescence to null an LU) into a brighter, more energy-effi-
cient, easier-to-see display. 
The basic idea is to turn what is a transmissive or transfiective 
display into an emissive one (ELCD). That is, to use an active 
or passive matrix LCD display to activate a photolumiuescent 
display screen that offers better color purity, better contrast, a 
wider viewing angle, and reduced power consumption. 
Low-resolution display opportunities are widespread, in-
cluding industrial monitors, test and medical equipment dis-
plays. and some instrumentation displays. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/cupolo.htrnl
Improved Methods for Sealing and 
Lubricating Dynamic Groove Bearings 
Marc Wolfs, Philips 
Dynamic groove bearings have become popular with design 
engineers because of their simplicity, reliability, and virtual 
absence of mechanical wear. Dynamic bearings usually consist 
of two parts that move ill close proximity relative to each 
other, separated by a thin film of lubricant under pressure. 
This technology features three new sealing methods and an 
active lubricant reservoir devised by Philips. 
The first of the three sealing methods features an elastic 0-
ring held in place by a flange and i-im on the two parts. The 
second involves manufacturing the inner bearing part with an 
annular raised portion and the rotating outer bearing part 
with an oblique surface. The third features a V-shaped annu-
lar recess in the outer bearing part that angles out from the 
inner bearing surface. The lubricant reservoir ensures the 
continuous, effective containment and distribution of lubri-
cating fluid within the bearings. 
Philips' dynamic groove sealing structures and lubricant 
reservoir are suited for virtually any hearing application that 
requires continuous motion, such as disk drives, laser scan-
ners, CD and DVD systems, rotating magnetic recording and 
playback heads, and spindles. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/philips.html 
Satellite/Internet-Based Detection and 
Notification System 
Jack Baxter, Baxter Technologies 
This technology is an early detection and notification sys-
tem that takes advantage of global satellite technology and 
the Internet. The system comprises remote environmental 
sensors that transmit data via satellite to a database server. 
which, in turn, can provide data through any number of avail-
able technologies, including  ( ­ni;6l. telephone, 
pager, or the Internet. 
The sensors can be 
modified to track environ-
mental conditions such as 
hydrocarbon and toxin 
concentrations, atmos-
pheric activity and watel 
temperature, and animal 
migration. It also can de-
tect and monitor airborne licuiii ,uI I I al a ul i 0 Ieai 
substances. This system is useful for nionitoriuig or rusearelu in 
areas hampered by environmental conditions or remoteness. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/baxter.htnil  
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0 Commercialization Opportunities 
Pressure Sensor Based on 
Measurement of Vibration 
Damping 
By slight modifications of the res-
onator and drive circuit, it may be possi-
ble to produce a device with the upper 
limit of 10 atm and the lower limit to 
<10 torr. 
(See page 34.) 
,&0 RESEARC' SYSTEM A Kodak Compa. 
Te!ephorte: 303.786.9900 
info@ReseorchSystems.com  
C1 u)ritseitr.tiak vj9Zcn,mfl,
Integrated Capacitive 
Wheel-Contact Sensors 
Features include low power, light 
weight, and simplicity. These sensors 
are integrated into a wheel and 
serve to indicate contact or proxim-
ity with the ground for a small ro-
botic vehicle. 
Sec j)ag('
Rare-Earth Optical Temperature 
Sensors 
These sensors are suitable for use in 
harsh environments at temperatures 
above the maximum 1,700 °C that Pt/Rh 
thermocouples can withstand. 
(See page 36.) 
Digitally Programmable Analog 
Membership-Function Circuits 
This invention takes advantage of 
both the programmability of digital cir-
cuitry
 and the speed and compactness of 
analog circuitry. The circuits are to be 
used in fuzzy-logic systems. 
(See page 42.) 
Lithium Alkoxide Electrolyte 
Additives for Lithium-Ion Cells 
Electrolyte additives extend the 
lithium-ion cell operating limits from 
-20 °C down to -40 °C. Prototype cells 
that contained this electrolyte showed 
high charge and discharge capacities, ca-
pability to discharge at high rates, and 
high cycle lives at both low and room 
temperatures. 
(See page 52.) 
Filled Skutterudites as 
Thermoelectric Materials 
These have shown promise as semi-
uducting materials with superior ther-
itioclectric properties at temperatures 
up to at least 650 °C. 
(See page 56.) 
Expendable Composite-Layup 
Dies From Rapid-Prototype 
Masters 
This method reduces the time and 
cost associated with the production of 
'unall quantities of composite-material 
parts that have complex shapes. 
(See page 57.) 
Atmospheric Source of 
Atomic Oxygen for Cleaning 
Paintings 
A portable apparatus operates at at-
mospheric pressure to generate a beam 
of monatomic oxygen for restoring 
paintings damaged by people or the ele-
ments. The apparatus and the method 
(dfl be of interest to art museums, gal-
leries, auctioneers, and professionals 
working in art restoration. 
(Ste I	 ;i 
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yet2.com. The world's leading 
Internet-based technology marketplace. 
yet2.com is an interactive tech marketplace that enables you to think 
outside the box. Expand your technology horizons. We offer a fast, conve-
nient, easy-to-navigate way to look at hundreds of licensable 	 - 
technologies from leading international organizations and 
individual inventors alike. Every week we feature a Tech of the 
Week so viewers can learn about the coolest new technologies 
available for licensing. Tell us what you're looking for and we'll 
e-mail you when relevant abstracts get listed. Or list your 904 
technology for the world to see. 
yet2.com is a rich, dynamic arena where diverse Industries meet and 
ideas cross-pollinate. It's the one place where inventors and users come 
together. Where the possibilities are endless 
and you can actually see the future.
yet*com
1IJ 
lelemetry Processor 
Upgrades Deep Space 
Network 
relemetijx 505 telemetry 
processor 
RTLogic 
Colorado Spring'. CO 
719-598-2801 
www.rtlogic.coi 
NASA's jet P	 I 
(JPL) in Pasadena, CA, has re, 
upgraded the downlink telemetry pr:--
ing for the Deep Space Network, using RT 
Logic's Telemetry Processor (TLP). The sys-
tem processes a wide array of downlink signals from a 
variety of interplanetary and Earth-orbiting satellites. Deep 
Space Network is NA,SA's international network of antennas 
located at Goldstone, CA: Madrid, Spain: and Canberra, 
Australia. 
The TIT performs digital signal processing and data rout-
ing, including \iterbi Decoding, time tagging, frame synchro-
nization, and Reed/Solomon decoding. It routes data to and 
from external data decoders, and enables archival of acquirer! 
telemetry. The processor hosts ]PL-developed software for fur-
ther data processing required for specific missions. 
Hardware for the TLP includes a 12-slot \'ME chassis, two 
PowerPC processors running the VxWorks operating system, 
a 9-GB hard disk drive, a 6U VME Viterbi decoder/data
II UN
multiplexr i 
card, and a PMC mod-
imle for frame synch roniza-
tion. RT Logic configured all of 
the hardware, integrated the soft-
ware and hardware, created system documentation, and con-
ducted acceptance testing. 
An initial contract was awarded bvJPI_ in October 1999 with 
requirements for a prototype T1.P and three production units. 
Delivery of the prototype occurred in December 1999, and the 
three production T1,Ps were delivered in October 2000. jPL 
also exercised a 28-unit production option for upgrades to the 
ground systems at Goldstone Madrid, and Canberra. 
For More Information Circle No. 748 
ower Supplies Maintain Space 
Station Electronics 
Xantrex Model XHR power supplies 
Xanfrex Technology 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
604-422-2759 
www.xantrex.com 
NASA launched on the Space Shuttle Discovery earli-
er this year programmable power supplies for testing and 
repairing electronic equipment on the International Space
Station (ISS) and visiting shuttles. The ISS's main power is 
generated from a solar photovoltaic arra y
 at 120 volts DC, 
which the power supplies will convert to variable voltage lev-
els required to test the electronic equipment, including 
avionics. The system is part of a portable electronics work-
bench that can he moved anywhere within the zero-gravity 
station. 
At a cost of approximatel y
 $10,000 per pound to launch 
materials into orbit, weight is crucial. To shave more than four 
pounds off the weight of the 1,000-watt programmable power 
supplies, Xantrex switched several components from steel to 
lightweight aluminum. The conversion of materials also pre-
vents condensation and rust in the high-humidity atmosphere 
I 
of the ISS. A simple on/off switch was developed to 
allow the supply
 to handle the 120V DC input. The 
input connector was made to conform to space station 
standards, and bigger knobs were added for ease of use 
in a zero-gravity environment. 
The customization process included pre-flight 
vibration/shake testing to ensure the power supply 
could withstand the G forces generated during 
launch. The unit also was tested at extreme hot and 
cold temperatures. 
For More Information Circle No. 747 
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Volatile Compounds in the Air would give rise to local variations in the index ot retraction at sensing 
locations along an optical fiber. The locations and magnitudes of these variations would be measured 
by use of optical time-domain reflectometry. 
/T\ 
Isiliv 
Special Coverage: Sensors 
Fiber-Optic Transducers for Distributed Sensing of 
Volatiles: An Optical Nose 
Volatiles would swell polymers on optical fibers, inducing changes in indices of refraction. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The term "optical nose" refers to a 
fiber-optic chemical sensor of a type that 
has been proposed to enable distributed 
measurement of the concentrations of 
volatile compounds. Optical noses 
should not be confused with electronic 
noses, which are single-point sensors 
based on chemical-induced variations of 
the electrical resistances of carbon-
black/polymer composite films. Optical 
noses could enable rapid measurement 
of gas mixtures (e.g., volatile com-
pounds in air) at multiple sensing loca-
tions along their lengths, which could be 
of the order of kilometers. Optical noses 
could function well in locations where 
audio- and radio-frequency electromag-
netic interference renders electronic 
noses ineffective. Moreover, it may be 
easier to fabricate optical noses than to 
fabricate electronic noses because it 
would not be necessary to handle car-
bon black. 
An optical nose (see figure) would in-
clude a commerciall y available hand-
held optical time-domain reflectoineter 
(OTDR) and a fiber-optic transducer, 
which would typically he prepared as fol-
lows: An optical fiber would he coated 
with a polymer that swells when it ab-
sorbs a volatile compound. The outer 
surface of the polymer would be coated 
with a gas-impermeable film. At desig-
nated sensing locations along the optical 
fiber, the impermeable film would he re-
moved in patterns to form hallcircum- 
ference, mill i meter-wide notches 
through which gases could enter the 
polymer. 
The absorption of one or more 
volatile compounds through the notch 
at a given sensing location would give 
rise to asymmetric swelling of the pol y
-mer; the asymmetric swelling would en-
gender shear stress which, in turn, 
would cause local variation in the index 
of refraction of the fiber. (Optionally, 
the notches could extend the full cii-
cumft'rence, iii which case the swelling 
and the resulting shear-stress pattern 
would be symmetric. However, the asvmn- 
metric configuration is preferred be-
cause the shear stress and the associated 
change in the index of refraction would 
be greater.) 
The OTDR would launch picosecond 
laser pulses into the optical fiber at one 
end. The index-of-refraction variations 
associated with the presence of volatile 
compounds at the notches would cause 
part of the incident laser light to be re-
flected. The OTDR would make time-re-
solved measurements of the intensity of 
the reflected laser light. For a given re-
flected pulse, the location of the corre-
sponding sensing notch could be in-
ferred from the measured round-trip 
pulse travel time. 
It should be possible to construct ar-
rays of optical noses for discrimination 
among different volatile compounds. 
Each fiber-optic transducer in such an 
array would be coated with a different 
po1yi1ei-, which would be chosen so that 
the index-of-refraction response of this 
transducer to different volatile com-
pounds of interest would differ from the 
corresponding responses of the other
transducers. For automated or semniauto-
mated operation, the readouts of all the 
transducers in the array could be digi-
tized, then processed by principal-com-
ponent-analysis and pattern-recognition 
algorithms to discriminate the volatile 
compounds of interest. 
This work was done fry Adrian Ponce and 
Dmmtri Kossakooski of Caltec/m fir NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in-
formation, access the iechmnicalSupport Pack-
age (TSP)free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
In accordance With Public i.aw 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addre.ssi'd to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 249-103 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refrr to NPO-21 105, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
Page number. 
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Pressure Sensor Based on Measurement of Vibration Damping 
Attributes include high resolution, wide dynamic range, compactness, and low power. 
NASA sJet Propulsion Laborator, Pasadena, California 
A compact, low-power device mea-
sures pressure via the pressure-induced 
damping of oscillation of a small me-
chanical resonator. To achieve compact-
ness and low mass - and thus low-power 
consumption - the resonator is micro-
machined out of silicon. In addition to 
the resonator, the device includes an 
electronic circuit that drives the oscilla-
tion and effectively measures the reso-
nance quality factor (Q), which is in-
versely proportional to the rate of damp-
ing. 
The drive circuit generates a drive 
voltage that alternates at the frequency 
of the mechanical resonance. The cir-
cuit tracks the mechanical resonance to 
maintain the drive frequency at the res-
onance frequency, even when the reso- 
nance frequency drifts gradually with 
time or with changes in temperature. 
The drive voltage is applied to electro-
static-deflection electrodes to excite and 
maintain the oscillation. The circuit in-
cludes a feedback loop that measures 
the amplitude of the oscillation and ad-
justs the drive voltage to maintain the os-
cillation at a preset amplitude. 
At a given time, the magnitude of 
the drive voltage needed to maintain 
the preset amplitude of oscillation de-
pends on the rate of damping and thus 
on the pressure at that time. Accord-
ingly, the magnitude of the drive volt-
age developed by the feedback loop is 
sampled and taken as an indication of 
pressure. 
The overall sensitivity of the device de-
pends partly on the intrinsic Q of the 
resonator (the Q that the resonator 
would exhibit during operation in a per-
fect vacuum) and partly on the sensitiv-
ity of the drive circuit. Inasmuch as the 
intrinsic Q of a micromachined res-
onator like the one used in this device 
typically ranges from 100,000 to 200,000, 
high sensitivity to pressure can be 
achieved readily. 
The device can be designed to have a 
wide dynamic range. For example, an 
early version of the device was found to 
indicate pressures in the range of 10' to 10-2 torr (approximately 10-
 to 1 Pa) 
with nearly linear response over a large 
part of that range (see figure). It should 
he possible to extend the upper limit of 
this pressure range to as much as 10 atm 
(approximately 1 MPa) and the lower 
limit to <,()-6 torr (<10-'Pa) by slight 
modifications of the resonator and drive 
circuit. The pressure-measurement reso-
lution is limited onl y by the capabilities 
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Nearly Linear Response was observed at pres-
sures less than about 6 millitorr (0.8 Pa). 
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pressurized with air. It 
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surfaces, even hard-to-seal 
uneven surfaces. When deflat- 
ed, Pneuma-Seal quick- 
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cover. 
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effective barrier against pressure 
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Large enclosures where it is uneconomical to machine the entire sealing surface. 
Uneven fabrications where traditional compression gaskets or latches are 
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abrade conventional seals. 
Hinged doors where flush thresholds are required. 
To obtain our complimentary designer's handbook, engineering 
assistance or to have a Presray representative contact you, please 
call, fax, E-mail or reach us on the Worldwide Web: 
(845) 855-1220 • FAX: (845) 855-1139 
West Coast: (949) 475-9842 • Fax: (949) 475-9859 
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of the drive circuit; it should be possible 
to design the circuit to achieve a resolu-
tion of< 1O' torr (<10 -4 Pa) over the ex-
tended pressure range. 
This work oi'a.c done bT Roman C. Gut zerrez, 
Ton) K. Tang, Jarosiava Wifrox, William j 
Kaiser Christoplu'r B. Steli, Vatche Voiperian, 
and Kit-ill V .Shchegloi o/ CaltechJor NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in-
formation, access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Mechanics category. 
This invention is owned I ,\ASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, I'L4SA Man-
agement Ojfice—JPL; (818) 354-4770. Refer 
to NPO-20052. 
Integrated 
Capacitive Wheel-
Contact Sensors 
Features include low power, 
light weight, and simplicity. 
NA SAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, Calfornia 
A low-power capacitive proximity sen-
sor has been developed as a prototype of 
wheel-contact sensors for a small robotic 
vehicle. The sensor is integrated into a 
wheel and consists of only a few conipo-
nents that add very little mass to the 
wheel. The output of the sensor serves as 
an indication of contact with (or prox-
imity of) the ground; this output can be 
used as feedback for a vehicle control 
s%stem. An important aspect of the cir-
cuit design is the use of capacitive (in-
stead of slip-ring) coupling between the 
sensor circuit and associated external 
circuitry: iii comparison with a slip ring, 
a capacitive coupler is more reliable, less 
electrically noisy, lighter in weight, and 
less mechanically complex. 
The figure schematically depicts the 
sensor and the associated external cir-
cuitry. An application-specific integrated 
circuit (ASK'.) generates a 1/2-duty-cycle 
square wave with a repetition frequency 
of 12.5 MHz. The square-wave signal is 
low-pass filtered to obtain a 12.5-MHz 
pseudo-sine wave for excitation of the 
sensor. 
The sensor includes an inner am-
minnim hdl ring covered by a layer of 
quartz glass fibers, covered in turn by an 
outer aluminum foil ring, over which are 
wrapped a ring of polvimide sheet and
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SCHEMATIC PARTIAL MERIDIONAL 
CROSS SECTION OF WHEEL
A Capacitive Proximity Sensor is built into a wheel and is capacitively coupled to associated external 
circuitry. 
Sensors 
then a narrower ring of metallized poly-
iinide sheet. The innermost aluminum 
foil ring acts as electrical ground. The 
outer aluminum foil ring acts as a driven 
shield, which is excited in phase with the
sensor electrode described next. The 
metal layer on the metallized polyimide 
sheet serves as the capacitive sensor elec-
trode, which is part of an inductor/ca-
pacitor/resistor circuit that resonates at
a frequency of 11 MHz in the absence of 
nearby objects. 
Proximity of the ground or an obsta-
cle manifests itself through the effect of 
the ground or obstacle material on the 
capacitance of the sensor electrode. Typ-
ically, contact with the ground or an ob-
stacle causes the capacitance to change 
by an amount between 0.3 and 1.3 pF. 
The change in capacitance causes a 
change in the resonance frequency and 
thus a change in signal amplitude along 
the slope of a voltage-vs-frequency
 reso-
nance curve at a suitable measurement 
point in the sensor circuit. The voltage is 
sampled at the measurement point and 
converted to a dc output voltage, which 
is then digitized for further processing 
by the vehicle control system. 
This work was done by R. Scott Cozy, 
Brian Wilcox. and Mike Newell of Gaitech 
and John Vrani.sh of Goddard Space Flight 
Center for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For Juriher information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP)free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
NPO-20787 
0 Rare-Earth Optical Temperature Sensors 
These sensors exploit the narrow-band emission peculiar to rare earths. 
John H. Glenn Research (,enter, Cleveland, Ohio 
A recently developed type of fiber-
optic temperature sensor utilizes nar-
row-band near-infrared radiation emit-
ted by rare-earth ions. These sensors 
are suitable for use in harsh environ-
nhents at temperatures above the maxi-
mum (1,700 °(.) that Pt/Rh thermo-
couples can withstand. The maximum 
operating temperature for these opti-
cal temperature sensors can equal or 
exceed 2,000 °C, the exact values de-
pending on the choice of fiber-optic
and rare-earth-containing radiative 
materials. The minimum temperature 
measurable by use of a sensor of this 
type, related to the minimum de-
tectable radiation, has been found to 
he =700 K (=427 °C). 
Most atoms and molecules at solid-
state densities emit electromagnetic ra-
diation in continuous spectra much like 
those of black bodies. However, even at 
solid-state densities, the rare earths 
emit radiation in narrow hands much
like those of isolated atoms - a conse-
quence of the electron wave functions 
peculiar to the rare earths. The devel-
opment of the present rare-earth opti-
cal temperature sensors is a result of 
prior research on rare-earth-containing 
selective emitters for thermophoto-
voltaic energy
 conversion. In that re-
search, it was found that rare-earth-
doped yttrium aluminum garnet 
(ReYAlO i , where Re = signifies Yb, 
Er. Tm, or Ho) is an excellent selective 
emitter. It is chemically stable at high 
temperatures (>1,500 °C) and is char-
acterized by enhittances of =0.7 in the 
near-infrared wavelength range of in-
terest for measuring temperatures. 
A sensor of this type (see figure) is an 
optical fiber, coated at its input (hot) 
end with a film that contains a rare 
earth. The rare-earth-containing tip of 
the fiber is placed in contact with the ob-
ject, the temperature of which is to be 
determined. Infrared radiation emitted 
at the input end of the optical fiber trav-
els to the output end of the fiber, then 
through a band-pass filter with a narrow 
pass band that lies within the emission 
Photodetector 
Electronics To 
Convert isc to an 
Indication of T.
Film Containing
Rare Earth 
Sample at Temperature T 
Narrow-Band Infrared Light emitted by rare-earth ions in a film in contact with a hot sample is mea-
sured to obtain an indication of the temperature of the sample.
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Sensors 
wavelength band of the rare earth. The 
filtered radiation impinges on a pho-
todetector, the output of which is 
processed to obtain an indication of 
temperature. 
Assuming that the photodetector is a 
photovoltaic device that is operated in a 
short-circuit configuration, it has been 
shown theoretically that the absolute 
temperature, 77,, of the hot sensor tip 
should he given by 
17, 
= 11' + (jk1hc0)ln(i1i5)1_1 
where 77, is a known calibration temper-
ature, A1 is the middle wavelength of the 
filter pass band, k is Boltzmann's con-
stant, h is Planck's constant, is the 
speed of light in a vacuum, i. is the short-
circuit detector current measured when 
the sensor tip is at the calibration tem-
perature, and z, is the short-circuit de-
tector current measured when the sen-
sor tip is at the temperature, 77,, that one 
seeks to determine. 
A prototype sensor was constructed 
with a sapphire optical fiber tipped by 
an Er5A1 50 12 emitter, a chopper, a filter 
of X, = 1,012 tint, a silicon photodetec-
tot-, and a lock-in amplifier for measur-
ing the short-circuit detector current. 
The prototype sensor was calibrated at 
a temperature of 1,879 K. Then tem-
peratures calculated from i,, readings 
by use of the equation given above 
were compared with simultaneous 
thermocouple measurements. The re-
sults of these measurements showed 
the worst-case fractional temperature 
error to he only 0.03, thereby confirm- 
ing the validity of the equation and the 
underlying temperature-measurement 
principle. 
This work was done b) Donald L. Chubb 
and David S. Wa/ford of Glenn Research 
Center. hr further information, access the 
Technical 5 u//port Package (TSP)free on-line 
at urww.nasatech.com under the Ph'sical 
Sciences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LE14 7
 1 7138. 
Microelectromechanical Sensors Based on Magnetoresistance 
These would offer advantages over similar sensors based on quantum-mechanical tunneling of 
electrons. 
NASA jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Microelectromechanical sen-
sors based on magnetoresis-
tance have been proposed. 
Like other microelectro-
mechanical sensors, these 
would he used to measure 
physical quantities that can 
be made to manifest them-
selves in small mechanical 
displacements. Potential ap-
plications for microelectro-
mechanical sensors include 
accelerometers, magnetome-
ters, holorneters, pressure 
sensors, seismometers,Golay 
LcIm, and IlItlIOpIlUlICS. ct)-
tential markets include the 
aerospace, biomedical, semi-
conductor, automotive, and 
defense industries. 
Similar microelectromechanical sen-
sors based on quantum-mechanical tun-
neling of electrons at movable tips of di-
aphragms, cantilevers, and other flexible 
members have been developed, and have 
been reported in a number of previous 
articles in NASA Tech Briefs. The fabrica-
tion and electrical characterization of 
the tunneling-based sensors have proven 
to be difficult. Operation has proven to 
he difficult in that tunneling tips must be 
kept spaced about. I urn apart; tips often 
crash together, with consequent damage, 
leading to rejection of parts. 
The proposed sensors are expected to 
he less problematic, because they would 
be manufactured and operated by use of 
techniques that have become well estab-
lished in the data-storage (computer-
disk) industry. In a typical sensor of pro-
posed type, a magnetoresistive device 
mounted on a diaphragm or near the 
free end of a cantilever in a magnetic-
field gradient (see figure) would he used 
to. measure the field strength and thus, 
indirectly, the distance from the source 
of the magnetic field. This distance 
would, in turn, be indicative of the dis-
placement of the diaphragm or can-
tilever from an equilibrium distance. 
The magnetic field would he provided by 
a hard magnetic thin film attached to the 
relatively stationary portion of the device 
structure, facing the magnetoresistive de- 
vice. The strength and gradient of the 
magnetic field would depend partly on
the thickness of the film and 
partly on the distances be-
tween magnetic domains in 
the film. 
Unlike in a tunneling-
based sensor, it would not 
be necessary to maintain a 
distance of about I tim or 
less between tunneling tips; 
instead, the film thickness 
and thus the magnetic-field 
strength could be increased 
to enable the use of a 
greater equilibrium dis-
tance between the magne-
toresistive device and the 
film, making the proposed 
sensor less vulnerable to 
damage. Also, inasmuch as 
techniques for measuring 
magnetic fields are well established in 
the data-recording industry, magnetic-
field changes corresponding to sub-
nanometer displacements could be mea-
sured accurately. 
This work was done b' John D. Olivas and 
Bruce Lairson of Caltecli for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jurther infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com
 
under the Physical Sciences categoiy. 
This invention is owned b) NASA, and a 
Patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Man-
agement O/fice–JPL; (818) 354-4770. Refer 
to NPO-20146. 
Displacement 
—1
Cantilever 
Magnetoresistive Device 
Magnetic Domains 
Hard Magnetic 
Thin Film 
The Magnetoresistive Device would be used to measure the local strength of 
the magnetic field of the film. Because the magnetic-field strength would de-
pend on the distance from the film, the measurement would indicate the dis-
placement of the cantilever from the equilibrium position. 
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Capacitive Sensor for Measuring Level of Liquid Nitrogen 
The liquid is used as a dielectric layer in a parallel-plate capacitor. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
The feasibility of a capacitive sensor for 
measuring the level of liquid nitrogen in 
a container has been demonstrated. The 
basic sensor design could also readily be 
adapted to measurement of the levels of 
cryogenic liquids other than nitrogen. 
The general concept of capacitive sen-
sors is not new. The novel aspect of this 
particular capacitive sensor lies in the use 
of the liquid nitrogen as part of the di-
electric of a capacitor. Two vertically par-
allel, electrically conductive plates consti-
tute the electrodes of the capacitor and 
are partly immersed in the liquid from 
the top, so that the top surface of the liq-
uid lies somewhere along the plates. As 
the level of the liquid varies, the amount 
of dielectric material between the plates, 
and thus the capacitance, also varies. It is 
possible to compute the level of the liq-
uid from (1) a measurement of the ca-
pacitance or a quantity related to capaci-
tance in a known way and (2) the known 
relationship between the liquid level and 
the capacitance. 
Several other types of sensors for mea-
suring the levels of cryogenic liquids are 
available. The transducers in those sen-
sors include, variously, cryodiodes, car-
bon resistors, hot-wire sensors, and sim-
ple floats. Each type is disadvantageous 
in one or more ways: 
• Cryodiodes are expensive (costing 
about $500 apiece), and the electrical 
currents through them must be condi-
tioned in order to enable detection of 
liquid/vapor interfaces for proper 
measurement of liquid levels. 
• Because carbon resistors are insensi-
tive to liquid/vapor interfaces, they 
give only rough indications of the lev-
els of cryogenic liquids. 
• Hot-wire sensors can give inaccurate 
readings when liquids boil next to the 
wires. 
• Simple floats provide good visual indi-
cations of liquid levels, but their out-
puts cannot be fed directly to com-
puter data-acquisition systems. 
The first step in the development of 
the present capacitive sensor was to es-
tablish the relative permittivity of liquid 
nitrogen ( = 1.454), gaseous nitrogen 
(1.0005480), and air (1.0005364) at the 
boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen at 
standard atmospheric pressure. The dcc-
trodes of a prototype of this sensor were 
made from two copper-clad circuit 
boards with a thickness of 0.010 in. (0.254 
mm), a length of 10 in. (25.4 cm), and a 
width off in. (2.54 cm). The hoards were
secured with five nylon screws, nuts, and 
washers spaced 0.070 in. (1.78 mm) 
apart. A wire was soldered to the top of 
each plate, and the wires were attached in 
parallel to another capacitor that consti-
tuted part of the time base of a free-run-
ning oscillator. The plate structure was 
placed inside a Dewar flask, into which 
liquid nitrogen was poured. As the liquid 
level increased, the capacitance of the
plate structure likewise increased. In sub-
sequent demonstrations, this prototype 
sensor performed consistentl y, and thus 
its capability was proved conclusively. 
This work wa.o done &' Tim E. Roth of Al- 
liedSignal, Inc., forJohnson Space Center. 
For further information, contact the Johnson 
Space Center Commercial Technology Office at 
(281) 483-0474. 
MSC-22792 
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VOW Blackjack GPS Receiver 
,'\ASA c Jet Propulsion Laborator y, Pasadena, California 
The Black Jack (BJ) receiver is the 
revolutionary flight Global Position-
ing System (GPS) receiver developed 
by NASA to fill future needs for orbit-
based GPS science. These range from 
a receiver to determine precise (1-cm 
radial accuracy goal for JASON-1) or-
bits, to missions using the GPS signals 
for remote sensing of the Earth's at-
mosphere. The BJ receiver follows the 
TurboRogue space receiver, which was 
successfull y used in collaboration with 
engineers and scientists at JPL on five 
satellite missions. While the Tur-
boRogue was initially designed as a 
high-accuracy ground receiver, the BJ 
was designed from the start as an in-
strument for use from orbit. The BJ 
contains many innovations to better 
suit it to this application. In order to 
simplify the analog electronics, it di-
rectly samples the amplified and fil-
tered RE (radio-frequency) signal. 
This sampling produces two sample 
streams in quadrature for improved 
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio). The BJ
semicustom Application Specific Inte-
grated Circuit (ASIC) uses a full ma-
trix switch so that inputs from multi-
ple antennas can be directed to any of 
48 tracking channels. Other ASIC ca-
pabilities are telemetry reception, 
tone tracking, and precise time tag-
ging of external events. Although the 
receiver is designed as a science in-
strument rather than for mission-criti-
cal operation, it does contain innova-
tive features such as the capability to 
operate in a bit-grab mode. In the 
event the highly-redundant digital 
processing fails, the main processor 
stops, or the spacecraft can no longer 
power the GPS receiver, the BJ can 
turn on for less than a second every 
hour, and still transmit data to the 
ground allowing sub-100-m orbit de- 
termination. The BJ receiver is de- 
signed with excess processor capacity 
to allow it to perform non-GPS func-
tions; for example, on the GRACE mis-
sion, the BJ controls an intersatellite 
K-band link and also processes the
output of a star camera to determine 
spacecraft attitude. 
This work was done by Thomas Meehan, 
Jeffrey Srinivasan, Jeffrey Tien, Garth 
Franklin, Donovan Spitzmesser, Timothy 
Munson. and Charles Dunn of Co/tech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To 
obtain a co/fy of the report. "Blackjack (;PS 
Receive,; access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TV) free on-line at www.nasatech.com  
under the Electronic Components and Systems 
category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
PL
Mail Stop 24 9-1 03 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, (L4 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20891, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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Electronic Components and Systems 
OW Digitally Programmable Analog Membership-Function Circuits 
These circuits exploit the best features of analog and digital implementations. 
NASA 'sJel Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Digitally programmable analog 
membership-function circuits have 
been invented for use in fuzzy-logic 
systems. Heretofore, fuzz y member-
ship functions have been imple-
mented, variously, by use of purely ana-
log or purely digital circuits. Purely 
digital circuits afford flexibility at the 
cost of less speed and greater circuit 
area. Purely analog circuits offer 
greater speed and occupy less area but 
tend to be limited in flexibility and 
programmability. The present inven-
tion takes advantage of both the pro-
grammability of digital circuitry and 
the speed and compactness of analog 
circuitry. The analog aspect of the in-
vention creates the potential for high-
speed parallel processing with rela-
tively low power consumption. 
In designing a circuit according to 
the invention, one uses current-mode 
circuitry to implement fuzzification in 
a fully parallel architecture while using
a digital interface for programmability 
of attributes of membership functions. 
In a typical case, a membership-func-
tion circuit accepts an analog input po-
tential and implements a trapezoidal 
membership function (see figure). 
First, the input potential signal (X) is 
converted to a current-mode signal 
(Ii,) for further processing. Two cur-
rent-mode digital-to-analog converters 
(DACs) provide currents I, and 'R that 
represent zero-crossing locations of the 
left and right legs, respectively, of the 
trapezoidal membership function. 
Current suhtractors generate I. - 
and J - Ii ,,, and feed these difference 
currents as analog inputs to dividing 
digital-to-analog converters (Dlv-
DACs). [Alternatively, one could use 
multiplying digital-to-analog convert-
ers (M-DAC5); the advantage of Dlv-
DACs is that they provide more evenly 
spaced increments, which makes the 
range of programmable slopes more
useful.] The digital input to each DIV-
DAC is a number inversely propor-
tional to the slope of the correspond-
ing leg of the trapezoidal membership 
function. In each DIV.DAC, the analog 
difference-current input is divided by 
the digital inverse-slope input to ob-
tain the ordinate on the affected leg of 
the trapezoid. A comparator circuit se-
lects the output of either the left- or 
the right-leg DIV-DAC, and a limiting 
circuit clips the output at a level corre-
sponding to the top of the trapezoid. 
The output current of the limiting cir-
cuit is converted to an output voltage. 
This work was done by Tyson Thomas and 
David We/don of Ca/tech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Electronic Components and Systems 
category. 
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Regenerative Pseudonoise Ranging 
The effective return ranging power could be increased greatly. 
NASA sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cal[ornia 
In a proposed improved technique for 
pseudonoise turnaround ranging of a 
radio transponder, the pseudonoise 
modulating signal would be regenerated 
in the transponder. The net result of the 
regeneration would be an increase in 
the effective return ranging power. This 
increase would provide some margin for 
decreasing ranging time, decreasing the 
F 1< / 
Less is more. 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) is critical. 
PEMa products are made for DFA. Just 
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also offer threadless and multi-function 
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power of the return ranging signal trans-
mitted by the transponder, or increasing 
the power of another (e.g., telemetric) 
signal transmitted from the vehicle that 
carries the transponder. The technique 
was conceived for use in measuring the 
distance between a master station on 
Earth and a spacecraft that carries a 
transponder; with modifications, it may 
These include SNAP-TOP 
(shown in photo above) 
standoffs which eliminate 
the need for screws. 
locating pins for quick 
alignment of mating 
parts, P.C. board fasteners 
and many others. 
For automated installation, our line of 
PEMSERTER presses quickly install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time.
also prove useful in other applications 
that involve ranging and/or communi-
cations in both outer-space and terres-
trial settings. 
In turnaround ranging, one deter-
mines the distance between the master 
station and the transponder by measur-
ing the round-trip travel time for a 
known ranging signal modulated onto a 
carrier signal (denoted the uplink car-
rier signal) transmitted by the master 
station. The receiver in the transponder 
locks onto the uplink carrier signal, de-
modulates the ranging signal, and re-
modulates the ranging signal onto an-
other carrier signal (denoted the 
downlink carrier signal), which is coher-
ently related to the uplink carrier. A re-
ceiver at the master station locks to the 
downlink carrier signal and demodu-
lates the ranging signal. Finally, the re-
ceived ranging signal is correlated with 
the transmitted ranging signal, and the 
offset between the two signals that yields 
the maximum correlation amplitude 
constitutes the estimate of the round-
trip signal travel time. 
In this case, the ranging signal would 
be a pseudonoise binary
 sequence that 
would be phase-modulated onto the up-
link carrier. Pseuclonoise binary se- 
quences have been used before in turn- 
around ranging of spacecraft because 
theyoffer a desirable combination of 
high ranging resolution, low ranging 
ambiguity, and no need for receivers to 
"know" when pseudonoise sequences 
started. 
The need for regeneration of the 
pseuclonoise sequence (or, for that mat-
ter, any other ranging signal) in a 
transponder arises as follows: In the 
transponder, in the absence of regenera-
tion, uplink noise is received along with 
the ranging signal, so that unavoidably, 
the uplink noise is modulated onto the 
downlink carrier along with the ranging 
signal. Iii a typical deep-space applica-
tion, the retransmitted uplink noise 
power can exceed the retransmitted 
ranging power by as much as 30 to 40 
dB. Thus, a considerable amount of 
power that could otherwise be used for 
telemetry or other purposes is wasted re-
transmitting the uplink noise, and the 
retransmitted noise degrades the rang-
ing signal received at the Earth or other 
master station. If the pseudonoise se-
quence could he regenerated ill the 
transponder with proper timing instead 
N,\SA Tech Briefs, June 2001 
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of being simply turned around along with the uplink noise, 
then it could be retransmitted without the uplink noise, 
thereby increasing the ranging-signal-to-noise ratio. 
The major task for the transponder at any given time is to de-
termine the current position in the pseudonoise sequence in 
order to regenerate and retransmit the sequence with proper 
timing. Part of this task is to determine the current phase of 
the ranging signal. Assuming that the ranging signal is fre-
quency-coherent with the uplink carrier signal, following stan-
dard practice in turnaround ranging, the proposed technique 
would involve locking to the received uplink carrier signal to 
obtain a timing signal for a numerically controlled oscillator in 
a pseudonoise-sequence-tracking loop (also called a "chip-
tracking" loop). 
Because the ranging signal would look like a square-wave sig-
nal except for an occasional flip in polarity, the phase of the 
signal would he tracked by use of a first-order square-wave 
phase-locked loop. The nature of the pseudonoise sequence 
would be such that the tracking phase error would average out 
to zero in the long term, and the effect of the tracking phase 
error could be diminished through low-pass filtering. Because 
the phase-error output of a phase-locked loop is proportional 
to the signal amplitude, which can vary widely, an automatic 
gain control (AGC) would be necessary for normalizing the 
amplitude before input to the loop filter. The reference am-
plitude signal for the AGC would be the amplitude of the sig-
nal in the in-phase channel of the carrier-tracking loop. 
The chip-tracking loop would contain correlators instead of 
a traditional lock detector. The correlators would integrate 
over a desired number of pseudonoise-repetition periods 
(chips), and the current position relative to the pseudonoise 
sequence would be determined from the correlator outputs. 
The timing of the transmitting pseudo noise-sequence genera-
tor would he set accordingly, and the numerically controlled 
oscillator in the chip-tracking loop would be used to clock the 
binary modulation sequence to the downlink transmitter. After 
each integration period, the current positions in the transmit-
ted and received pseudonoise sequences would compared; 
agreement of these positions would signi' lock. 
This work was done by Jeff Bern er James M. Layiand, Peter Kin- 
man, and John R. Smith of CaltechforNASA'sJet Propulsion Lab-
oratory. I.or further information, access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and System.s category. 
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Biomorphic Analog 
Pulse-Coupled Neural Circuits 
These circuits are potentially useful for 
invariant pattern recognition. 
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Analog electronic circuits that operate with pulsed input and 
output signals are undergoing development. The pulsing be-
havior of these circuits is modeled after a similar behavior, 
called 'spiking," that occurs in biological neural networks. In 
these circuits, the pulse times and/or the pulse-repetition rates 
can convey information. These circuits are intended especially 
for use in high-speed artificial neural networks, which, like the 
brains of animals that have vision, would process image data to 
effect invariant pattern recognition. (As used here, "invariant" 
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signifies that the ability to recognize pat-
terns would not be adversely affected by 
such effects as translation, rotation, dis-
tortion, changes in scale, or changes in 
brightness.) 
Figure I depicts an example of input/ 
output behavior according to one math-
ematical model of a biomorphic spiking 
neuron. Starting from the beginning of 
a pulse cycle, a membrane potential rises 
at rate that decays exponentially until 
the potential passes a time-varying 
threshold, at which point the neuron 
sends a spike along its axon. At the in-
stant of the spike, the membrane poten-
tial returns to a resting level from which 
the cycle starts anew. If the threshold, 
the resting potential, or the rate of rise 
of the membrane potential is modu-
lated, then the pulse-repetition rate 
(also called the "spiking frequency" or 
the "firing rate") of the neuron is 
changed. 
By locally connecting neurons like 
this one into an array in which the axons 
of neighbors would transmit their spike 
trains via synapto-dendritic connections 
that would modulate the thresholds, one
could construct a complex processing 
network. In a computational simulation, 
such a network has been shown to he ca-
pable of invariant mapping of binary 
patterns. 
The invariance of the mapping is a re-
sult of encoding images in time rather 
than space. In particular, if the same 
image is fed as input to a different set of 
pixels but the same spatial relationships 
are maintained among parts of the 
image, the temporal representation of 
the image remains the same and the 
mapping is invariant to translation. In-
variance with respect to brightness is 
achieved partly by recognizing that 
greater brightness is represented simply 
by a uniform increase in the average fir-
ing rates of all affected neurons. 
The upper part of Figure 2 depicts a 
developmental spiking-neuron circuit. 
The clock voltage source (%z jk) pumps 
charge through a subthreshold biased 
transistor (Ml) onto the gate capaci-
tance of transistor M2, the gate poten-
tial of which represents the membrane 
potential. The current source consti-
tuted by the clock and MI is intention-
ally made fairly poor (i.e., i made to 
have low resistance) in order to obtain 
a nonlinear buildup of membrane po-
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tential. When the membrane potential 
becomes high enough to pull M3 out 
of its linear current-vs-voltage region, 
the voltage at the swing node rapidly 
decreases as M2 pulls the node toward 
ground. The low voltage on the swing 
node then triggers the inverter formed 
with M4 and M5 to go high, and the in-
verter potential is digitally buffered to 
the output terminal. The clocked 
switching transistor M7 latches the volt-
age output on the noncharging por-
tion of the cycle of the current pump at 
Ml. M8 and M9 are sized to constitute 
an inverter that triggers at a relatively 
high dc potential to insure an adequate 
spike amplitude before the discharge 
transistor M6 is activated. When M6 is 
switched on, all charge at the mem-
brane is drained to ground (zero po-
tential) or, alternatively, to a source of 
nonzero resting potential connected to 
the source terminal of M6. When the 
membrane potential falls, M2 shuts 
down and the swing node is pulled 
high again as M3 returns to its linear 
region. This change in the swing node 
returns the output to low, ending the
spike and switching off the discharge 
transistor at M6. 
The lower part of Figure 2 shows a 
synapto-dendritic input circuit connected 
to the swing node of a spiking neuron. In 
a locally connected network, there could 
be eight input circuits like this one for 
coupling the outputs from eight nearest-
neighbor neurons as inputs to the af-
fected neuron. Transistor Msl sets the 
gain of the coupling, while transistor Ms2 
controls the timing. Essentially, the spike 
from a neighboring neuron injects 
charge onto the gate of Ms3 through 
Msl. This charge then slowly leaks away 
via Ms2 to produce a decaying exponen-
tial culTent response through Ms3. This 
current modulates the threshold of the 
spiking neuron by pulling M3 closer to 
saturation, thereby enabling a decreased 
membrane potential to trigger a spike. 
This work was done by Tyson Thomas of 
Caltech far NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For fur/her information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP)free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
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Weighing Scales Based on Low-Power Strain-Gauge Circuits 
Small solar batteries would provide the necessary power. 
NASA sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Weighing scales (e.g., kitchen and 
bathroom scales) of a proposed type 
would incorporate sensory devices like 
the one described in "Low-Power, Micro-
processor-Controlled Strain-Gauge Cir-
cuit" (NPO-19750), NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 21, No. 1 (January 1997), page 45. 
Unlike other weighing scales based on 
strain gauges, these would not require 
electrochemical batteries or external 
power supplies; instead, the proposed 
scales could be powered adequately by 
solar batteries like those included on 
some pocket electronic calculators. 
In a weighing scale of the proposed 
type, power consumption much lower 
than that of conventional strain-gauge 
circuits would be achieved by a unique 
combination of novel and conventional 
features. As explained in more detail in 
the earlier article, the intermittency of 
the operation of the microprocessor-
controlled strain-gauge circuit would 
contribute a major portion of the reduc-
tion in time-averaged power. A further
reduction would be effected by use of a 
strain gauge of unusually high electrical 
resistance - about 3 M instead of the 
customary value of about 120 92. Ordi-
narily, the use of the lower resistance 
would be dictated by the need to mini-
mize noise pickup on strain-gauge-out-
put wires, where the noise voltage can be 
comparable to the strain-gauge output 
voltage. In this case, however, the strain-
gauge circuit would be very small and 
one could mount the rest of the strain-
gauge circuit very close to the strain 
gauge; this would make it possible to 
shorten the electrical connections and 
thereby reduce noise pickup, enabling 
the use of the higher gauge resistance 
without incurring excessive noise. 
A preliminary estimate shows that 
with a 3-ku strain gauge and associated 
circuitry operating at a supply potential 
of 3 V at a sampling rate of twice per 
second with sampling periods 100 Vs 
long, the overall time-averaged power 
consumption would be about 12 pW. A
typical calculator-type solar battery sup-
plies a current of about 10 pA at a po-
tential of 3 V (power of about 30 1iW) 
under full illumination. Thus, one such 
battery would provide at least 50 percent 
power margin to allow for reduced illu-
mination. 
As explained in the earlier article, the 
strain-gauge circuit would automatically 
correct for variations in the supply volt-
age. The microprocessor in the strain-
gauge circuit could also be programmed 
to correct for nonlinearity in the strain-
gauge response, and to provide a digi-
tally controlled analog offset to correct 
for tare weight. 
This work was done by Shannon P Jack-
son and Harold Kirkham of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech. corn under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
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0 Software 
Generating Maps of the 
Ionosphere From GPS 
Measurements 
The Global Ionospheric Monitoring 
and Forecasting System (GIMSYS) com-
puter program generates global maps of 
the total electron content (TEC) (electron 
density integrated over all altitude) of the 
ionosphere, maps of ionospheric irregu-
larities, and related data b yproducts. The 
maps are generated primaril y from signal-
propagation measurements taken by more 
than 100 continuously operating two-fre-
quency Global Positioning System (GPS) 
receivers in a world-wide network. GIMSYS 
interpolates the measurements temporally 
and spatially generating a global TEC map 
every
 15 minutes. When updating the map 
with new measurements, GIMSYS uses a 
Kalman filter and stochastic estimation to 
obtain an optimal combination of the 
measurements with constraints derived 
from ionospheric physics and empirical 
ionospheric models. By applying time-se-
ries analysis to recent TEC maps, GIMSYS 
can also generate forecast TEC maps that 
are reasonably accurate for 2 to 4 hours. 
The numerous actual and potential users 
of the data products of GIMSYS include 
military, industrial, and academic organi-
zations concerned with radio communica-
tion, navigation, mapping, scientific obser-
vations, and effects of ionospheric storms 
on power-distribution systems. 
This program was written b' Ulf J. 
Lindqwister, Charles D. Edwards, Jr.; Ron 
Muellerschoen; Xiaoqing Pi; Anthony J. 
Mannucci; Lawrence Sparks; Thomas 
Runge; B'ron A. hjirna; Mark Reyes; and 
Brian Wilson of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com
 
under the Software category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-20460. 
* Program for Simulating 
Rotor Dynamics on Personal 
Computers 
ARDS (Analysis of RotorDynamic Sys-
tems) is a public-domain computer pro-
gram that simulates transient and steady-
state dynamics of a rotary machine that 
can include as many as five intercon-
nected flexible shafts. ARDS can be used
to analy ze the dynamics of such diverse 
machines as turbocompressors, turbo-
pumps, gas turbines, steam turbines cou-
pled with electric generators, power-trans-
mission shafts, and other rotating 
machinery in which the flexibility of shafts 
is significant. Researchers at Arizona State 
University wrote the original version of 
Ai,DS in the FORTRAN 77 language dur-
ing the early 1980s for execution on a 
mainframe computer. Retaining the orig-
inal FORTRAN 77 language and capabili-
ties, the code was modified into the pre-
sent version, denoted ARDS-PC, for 
execution on personal computers. ARDS-
PC is also readily convertible to a FOR-
TRAN 90 version for personal computers. 
ARDS utilizes finite-element analysis 
and component-mode synthesis to quickly 
and accurately calculate transient and 
steady-state rotor responses. The program 
includes a fourth-order Runge-Kutta inte-
grator that uses a fixed time step specified 
by the user. ARDS can compute transient 
responses to four types of excitation: turns 
of entire machines about axes other than 
shaft axes (these turns affect rotor behav-
ior through gyroscopic effects), variable 
base acceleration, variable applied forces, 
and suddenly applied imbalance (e.g., loss 
of a blade). The effects of squeeze-film 
dampers and dropping onto (and thus 
rubbing against) backup bearings and the 
finite stiffness of bearings (including mag-
netic bearings) can be included in simula-
tions. The customary steady-state re-
sponses, including natural frequencies, 
critical speeds, and effect of rotor imbal-
ance can all he calculated. 
Additional functions in ARDS-PC in-
clude (1) estimating the peak response 
following loss of a blade without resorting 
to a full transient analysis; (2) calculation 
of sensitivity of response to input para-
meters; (3) formulation of optimum 
rotor and damper designs that are opti-
mized in the sense that critical speeds are 
placed in desirable ranges or bearing 
loads are minimized; and (4) generation 
of Poincaré plots so the presence of 
chaotic motion can be ascertained. 
ARDS-PC produces printed and plot-
ted output. The executable code uses 
the full array sizes of the mainframe ver-
sion and fits on a high-density floppy 
disc. ARDS-PC can be executed on per-
sonal computers equipped with '486 (or 
more capable) processors that utilize the 
DOS operating system with an extended 
memory manager.
This program was written by David P 
Fleming of Glenn Research Center. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com
 under the Software 
category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-1 7007. 
Software for Monitoring 
and Controlling DSN 
Operations 
Network Monitor and Control (NMC) 
Automation Assembly (AA) is a compo-
nent of the NMC software system, which is 
used for controlling an antenna connec-
tion in the Deep Space Network. NMC AA 
could also be adapted to commercial ap-
plications (e.g., chemical processing), in 
which human operators must monitor 
and control multiple equipment subsys-
tems simultaneously
 in real time. NMC 
AA is designed to reduce costs and in-
crease efficiency and capacity by relieving 
human operators of labor-intensive and 
error-prone routine spacecraft-tracking 
activities. NMC AA includes software en-
gines that communicate between automa-
tion scripts and DSN subsystems. The au-
tomation scripts are developed in the 
Automation Language for Managing °p-
erations (ALMO), which is a program-
ming language that includes specialized 
constructs for interacting with the subsys-
terns. The contents of the scripts repre-
sent knowledge of operations gathered 
from DSN operators and engineers. The 
ALMO scripts are organized in a tempo-
ral-dependency network and managed via 
a graphical user interface that enables a 
human operator to monitor and control 
the automation at any time. 
This program was written by Eva Bokor, 
Br1 an Camilli, Manuel Gomez, Patrick 01-
gum, Paul Pechkam, Patricia Santos, and 
Maria Thornton of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infUr-
ination, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com
 
under the Software category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-20516.
- 
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o Materials 
*Lithium Alkoxide Electrolyte Additives for Lithium-Ion Cells 
These additives help to extend operating temperatures to as low as —40 °C. 
NASAJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Ca1fornia 
Alkoxides of lithium have been found 
to be useful as electrolyte additives to im-
prove the low-temperature performance 
of rechargeable lithium-ion electro-
chemical cells. As explained below, an 
additive of this type exerts beneficial 
electrochemical effects both within the 
bulk of the electrolyte and on the sur-
face of the carbon anode, such that the 
low-temperature electrical characteris-
tics of the cell are improved. 
The discovery of lithium alkoxide 
electrolyte additives was made during 
continuing research directed toward ex-
tending the range of practical operating 
temperatures from the present lower 
limit of-20 °C down to —40 °C, and even 
lower if possible. This research at earlier 
stages was reported in "Update on Elec-
trolytes for Low-Temperature Lithium 
Cells" (NPO-20407), NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 24, No. 1, (January, 2000), page 56. 
To recapitulate: the loss of performance 
with decreasing temperature is attribut-
able largely to a decrease of ionic con-
ductivity and the increase in viscosity of 
the electrolyte. What is needed to ex-
tend the minimum operating tempera-
ture from —20 "C down to —40 °C is a sta-
ble electrolyte solution with relatively 
small low-temperature viscosity, a large 
electric permittivity, adequate coordina-
don behavior, and appropriate ranges 
of solubilities of liquid and salt con-
stituents. 
The electrolytes investigated inten-
sively at earlier stages of this research 
were made of LiPF5
 mixed with various 
proportions of aliphatic carbonates. One 
optimal formulation that was found to 
yield excellent room- and low-tempera-
ture performance is a 1.0 M solution of 
LiPF6
 in a solvent that consists of equal 
volume parts of ethylene carbonate, di-
methyl carbonate, and diethyl carbonate. 
Prototype cells that contained this elec-
trolyte exhibited high charge and dis-
charge capacities at temperatures from 
—20 to —40 "C, capability for discharge at 
high rates, and high cycle lives at both 
low and room temperatures. 
A lithium alkoxide additive helps to 
improve the low-temperature perfor-
mance of a cell in the following two ways: 
• A film forms on the surface of the carbon 
anode. Whether the anode is made of 
graphitic or nongraphitic carbon, the 
surface film acts as a solid/electrolyte in-
terface, the nature of which is critical to 
low-temperature performance. Desirably, 
the surface film would exert a protective 
effect yet would remain conductive to 
lithium ions to facilitate intercalation of 
lithium. The effect of the lithium alkox-
ide additive is to render the surface film 
more favorable in these respects. 
• This results in the formation of asym-
metric carbonates via a disproportion-
ation reaction, such as ethyl methyl 
carbonate in the electrolyte solution 
described above. Thus, this approach 
represents a novel method of intro-
ducing asymmetric carbonates, which 
have been identified as being benefi-
cial to low-temperature characteristics, 
into electrolyte formulations. 
This work was done by Marshall Smart, 
Ratnakumar Bugga, and Subbarao Suram-
pudi of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com under the Materi-
als category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20607, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page iiiinher. 
0
	
0 
CH 3 C	 CH3	 +	 CH3CH2 C CH2CH3 
Dimethyl Carbonate	 Diethyl Carbonate 
0.01 M LiOCH3 
	
0
	
0
	
0 
	
CH3 G 	 CH,	 +	 CH3CH2 C CH2CH3	 +	 CH3 C CH2CH3 
Dimethyl Carbonate	 Diethyl Carbonate	 Ethyl Methyl Carbonate 
The Formation of Asymmetric Carbonates from a solvent mixture of symmetric aliphatic carbonates is facilitated (catalyzed) by a lithium alkoxide additive 
- in this case, lithium methoxide. 
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Aliphatic Ester Electrolyte Additives for Lithium-Ion Cells 
Higher-molecular-weight esters show promise for extending lower temperature limits. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Aliphatic esters have been found to be 
useful as electrolyte additives for im-
proving the low-temperature perfor-
mances of rechargeable lithium-ion 
electrochemical cells. The discovery of 
the beneficial effects of these additives 
was made during continuing research 
directed toward extending the lower 
limit of operating temper-
atures of these cells. 
Other aspects of this re- 100 
search have been de-
scribed in the immedi- 
ately preceding article	 E 10 
i and n prior NASA Tech	 E 
Briefs articles referenced 
therein. 
In experiments, the ef-
fects of aliphatic esters as 
additives were investi-
gated with respect to a	 0 1 
baseline optimal elec-
trolyte formulation de-
scribed in the noted previ-	 0 
ous articles; namely, a 1.0 
M solution of t iPF in . 
 
solvent that consists of 
equal volume parts of eth-
ylene carbonate (EC), di-
methyl carbonate (DMC), 
and diethyl carbonate (DEC). In order 
of increasing molecular weight, the 
aliphatic esters investigated were methyl 
formate (MF), methyl acetate (MA), 
ethyl acetate (EA), ethyl propionate 
(EP), and ethyl butyrate (EB). These es-
ters have freezing temperatures ranging 
from —73 to —98 'C - lower than the 
freezing temperatures of the carbonate 
solvents. They are fully miscible into the
baseline electrolyte solution. In each 
case, the volume proportion of aliphatic 
ester incorporated into the electrolyte 
was equal to the volume proportion of 
one of the carbonate solvents. 
The experiments included measure- 
ments of the temperature-dependent 
electrical conductivities of the ester-coil- 
taming electrolytes, charge/ discharge 
tests of lithium/graphite half cells con-
taining these electrolytes, and ac-imped-
ance and dc-micropolarization tests to 
determine the effects of electrolyte com-
positions on the electrochemical charac-
teristics of films that formed on the 
graphite electrodes. The low-tempera-
ture electrical conductivities of the elec-
trolytes were found to be increased by
the addition of the esters, the greatest in- 
crease occurring in the cases of the esters 
of lowest molecular weight (see figure). 
However, the films formed in the pres- 
ence of the higher-molecular-weight es- 
ters were found to be more stable and to 
exhibit better kinetics for lithium inter- 
calation /de-i ritercalation, especially at
ii lower tPmnerutrs Tk_ 
ing both of these trends 
into account, it appears 
that the higher-molecular-
weight esters are more 
promising as electrolyte 
additives. 
This work was done by 
Marshall Smart, Ratnakumar 
Bugga, and Subbarao Suram-
pudi of CaltechJorNASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, access the 
Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at wwm 
nasatech.com under the Ma-
terials category. 
In accordance with Public 
Law 96-517, the contractor 
has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries con-
cerning rights for its commer-
cial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20601, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
c—o 1.0 M LiPF6 in EEC • DEC • DMC MF (1:1:1 
0-0 1.0 M L1PF6 in EEC • DEC * DMC • MA (1:1:1 .1)) 
1.0 M LiPF6 in EEC • DEC • DMC + ES (1:1 • 1 :1)] 
0-0 1.0 M LiPF6
 in EEC * DEC * DMC + EB (1 :1.1 •1 
	
0	 Baseline Electrolyte {1.0 M LiPE, in EEC DEC. 
DM0 + MF 11:1)11 
-60	 -40	 —20	 0	 20
Temperature, 'C 
Electrical Conductivities Are Increased beyond that of the baseline electrolyte by the 
addition of aliphatic esters. Although the greatest increase of conductivity shown 
here occurs in the case of the ester of lowest molecular weight, other considerations 
favor the selection of the higher-molecular weight esters. 
I Ethyl Methyl Carbonate as a Cosolvent for Lithium-Ion Cells 
A low freezing temperature and low viscosity contribute to low-temperature performance. 
NASA sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calfornia 
Ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) has 
been found to be a suitable cosolvent, 
along with three other carbonate sol-
vents, for incorporation into electrolytes 
to enhance the low-temperature perfor-
mance of rechargeable lithium-ion elec-
trochemical cells. EMC is an asymmetric 
aliphatic carbonate, and, as noted in the 
first of the two immediately preceding 
articles, asymmetric carbonates confer 
certain benefits. In the research de-
scribed in that article, the asymmetric 
carbonates were formed in situ, in reac-
tions catalyzed by lithium alkoxide addi-
tives. In contrast, the present finding 
that EMC is a suitable cosolvent was 
made by following a different approach; 
namely, formulating the electrolyte sol-
vents to include an asymmetric aliphatic 
carbonate - EMC - in the first place. 
The table shows the compositions of 
electrolytes used in experiments on the
effects of using EMC as a cosolvent. 
These compositions were chosen on the 
basis of the expectation of the beneficial 
effects of adding a low-viscosity, low-
melting-temperature solvent (in this 
case, EMC) to carbonate solvent mix-
tures that had previously been observed 
to have desirable stabilizing and passi-
vating qualities. Another purpose for 
some of the choices was to minimize the 
proportion of EC and maximize the pro-
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Concentration Composition of Solvent, Volume Proportions of the Constituents Listed Below (Molar) of 
L1PF in the 
So'vent EC DEC DMC EMC 
1.0 1 1 1 0 (Baseline) 
0.75 1 1 1 0 
0.75 1 1 1 1 
0.75 0.3 0.7 0 0 
075 0.3 0 0.7 0 
1.0 1 1 1 2 
These Electrolyte Compositions were tested to determine the beneficial effects of incorporating EMC 
into the carbonate solvent mixture. 
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portion of low-viscosity, low-melting co-
solvents, provided that doing so would 
not impair the dissolution of the LiPF6. 
As in the research described in the two 
immediately preceding articles, the basis 
for comparison in these experiments 
was established by a previously discov-
ered optimal electrolyte formulation; 
namely, a 1.0 M solution of LiPF 6
 in a sol-
vent comprising equal volume parts of 
ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl car-
bonate (DMC), and diethyl carbonate 
(DEC). 
The experiments included charge/dis-
charge tests of lithium/graphite half 
cells containing the various electrolytes, 
and ac-impedance and dc-micropolariza-
tion tests to characterize the films 
[solid/ electrolyte interfaces (SEIs)] that 
formed on the graphite electrodes. The 
results of the experiments were inter-
preted in terms of stability of SEIs, kinet-
ics of intercalation of lithium into
graphite electrodes, and electrical con-
ductivities of electrolytes. In the formula-
tions studied, the addition of EMC ex-
erted no observable adverse effects on 
the SEIs or on the kinetics; instead, the 
addition of EMC was found to reduce 
low-temperature film resistances and to 
enhance the kinetics and the discharge 
characteristics. The best low-temperature 
electrical performance was observed in 
the case of the electrolyte with the high-
est EMC content; this is consistent with 
the lower (relative to the other carbon-
ate solvents) viscosity and freezing tem-
perature of EMC. 
This work was done bv Marshall Smart, 
Ratnakumar Bugga, and Subbarao Suram-
pudi of Galtech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com under the Materi-
als category. 
APO-20605 
0 Rechargeable Li-Ion Cells Containing 
TiS2
 Anodes 
Low-temperature performances exceed those of cells 
containing graphite anodes. 
.V-1 £4 'sJel Pro/nL Ism n Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Titanium disulfide has been found to repeated charge/discharge cycling. 
bc attractive as an alternative to graphite The three immediately preceding arti-
as the anode material in rechargeable des report improvements in electrolytes 
lithium-ion	 electrochemical	 cells	 that for	 low-temperature, 	 rechargeable 
are required to operate at temperatures lithium-ion cells with carbon
	 (usually 
below —20 °C. By using TiS 2
 as the anode graphite) anodes. Unfortunately, in cells 
material, LiCo02
 as the cathode mate- with carbon anodes, improvements in 
rial, and a suitable low-temperature elec- electrolytes may not be sufficient by 
trolyte described below, it is possible to themselves; this is because the perfor-
construct cells that exhibit superior low- mances of such cells are limited by high 
temperature characteristics, 	 including polarization resistances at the carbon 
relatively high charge/ discharge capaci- anode surfaces. It has been conjectured 
ties, capabilities for charging and dis- that the high polarization resistances are 
charging at relatively high rates, and ex- due to the slowness, at low tempera-
cellent	 retention	 of	 capacity	 after tures, of diffusion of ions through the
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graphite bulk and through surface films 
(solid/electrolyte interphase) that form 
on carbon anodes and freeze at low tem-
peratures. Among other things, high po-
larization resistances make it necessary 
to charge and discharge at low rates - 
in some cases as low as 1= c/100, where 
I is the charge or discharge current in 
amperes and Cis the nominal charge ca-
pacity in ampere-hours. 
Two major reasons for choosing TiS2 
as a candidate alternative anode mate-
rial are that (1) the diffusivity of Li in 
TiS2 is high and (2) solid/electrolyte in-
terphases are not expected to form on 
the surfaces of TiS2 electrodes because 
the voltage of TiS2 versus Li in the fully 
discharged condition (1.7 V) lies within 
the stability window of state-of-the-art 
electrolytes for lithium-ion cells. Be-
cause of reason (2), it is possible to use 
an electrolyte that contains high con-
centrations of low-freezing-temperature 
solvents that would be unsuitable for 
carbon anodes. One particularly attrac-
tive electrolyte turns out to consist of 1 
M LiPFI, in a solvent that comprises eth-
ylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate 
(DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), and 
ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) in vol-
ume proportions of 3:5:4:1. This elec-
trolyte was developed by carefull y select-
ing proportions of low-freezing-point 
solvents to suppress the freezing point; 
in this case, the specific volume propor -
tions were chosen because the resulting 
solvent mixture remains liquid down to 
a temperature of —42.5 °C - below the 
freezing temperatures of other candi-
date carbonate solvent mixtures that 
were also tested. 
For experiments to quantify the per-
formances of TiS2 and graphite anodes, 
half cells with these anodes and lithium 
counter/ reference electrodes were con-
structed. The cells were tested electro-
chemically at room temperature (+20 °C) 
and at temperatures of —30 and —40 °C. 
The results of the tests (see figure) show 
that while the graphite anode material 
exhibits higher specific charge capacity 
at room temperature, TiS2 exhibits 
higher specific charge capacity at the 
lower test temperatures. 
In another experiment, a full cell con-
taining a TiS2 anode and an LiCo02 
cathode was constructed and demon-
strated to operate at an average poten-
tial of about 1.8 V at room temperature. 
No information on low-temperature 
tests of this cell was available at the time 
of writing this article. 
This work was (lone by Chen-Kuo Huang 
and fe//ni' Sakamoto oJ Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Forfurther in/orma-
tion, acces.s the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com  
under the Materials category. 
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Specific Charge Capacities of T1S 2 and Graphite anode materials were measured at three different 
temperatures. One measurement (the one on graphite at -30 C) was made at a current density of 0.04 
mA/cm 2; all the other measurements were made at a current density of 0.4 mA/cm2.
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Materials 
S Filled Skutterudites as Thermoelectric Materials 
The highest known thermoelectric figure of merit was observed in one of these materials. 
'sSA cJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
riiieu suueruaites nave snown promise as 
semiconducting materials with superior ther-
moelectric properties at temperatures up to 
at least 650 °C. This finding is a breakthrough 
in a continuing investigation of the potential 
utility of skutterudites as thermoelectric ma-
terials. Previous results of this investigation 
were reported in several articles in NASA Tech 
Briefs; namely, "Skuttenidite Compounds for 
Power Semiconductor Devices' (NPO-19378), 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, No. 3 (March 1996), 
page 60; "Two Potentially Useful Ternary 
Skutterudite Compounds" (NPO-19409), 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, No. 11 (November 
1996), page 66; and "Preparation and Some 
Properties of n-Type IrCo 1 ,Sh3" ( NPO-
19852), NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, No. 11 (No-
1OO\ rS.rn, Qi
fVarious Filled Skutteruclites
PbTe 
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Zr vs. Temperature was calculated from measurements on filled skutterudites and on three 
state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials; namely, PbTe, a Si/Ge alloy, and a Te/Ag/Ge/Sb 
("TAGS") alloy. 
Filled sktitterudites are derived from the 
skutterudite crystal structure and can be repre-
sented by the formula LnT 4 Pn 12; where "Ln" 
denotes one of the rare-earth elements La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sin, Eu, 
Gd, Th, or U; "T" denotes Fe, Ru, Os, Co, Rh, or Ir; and "Pn" 
denotes one of the pnicogen elements P, As, or Sb. A skutteru-
dite is said to be filled when empty octants in the skutterudite 
structure of TPti are filled with rare-earth atonic. 
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Some of the filled skutterudites of various compositions pre-
pared by a combination of melting and powder-metallurgy 
techniques have shown exceptional thermoelectric properties 
in the temperature range of 350 to 700 °C. Both p-type (elec-
tron-acceptor) and n-type (electron-donor) conductivities 
have been obtained; this is fortunate in that to be functional, a 
thermoelectric device must contain layers of both types. 
The thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT, is given by ZT = 
. 7'/p?,, where S is the Seebeck coefficient, T is the absolute 
temperature, p is the electrical resistivity, and X is the thermal 
conductivity. The figure shows ZT values obtained from mea-
surements on several filled skutterudites and on other, state-of-
the-art thermoelectric materials. One specimen exhibited ZT 
of almost 1.8 at a temperature of 650 "C; this is the highest ZT 
ever obtained since the beginning of thermoelectric technol-
ogy in the 1950s. By manipulating the nominal compositions 
Mid doping concentrations of filled skutterudites, it may be 
possible to obtain similarly high ZT at lower and/or higher 
temperatures. These high-performance thermoelectric mated-
tls could be used to make thermoelectric power generators, 
coolers, and detectors that would operate with efficiencies 
greater than those of the corresponding devices now in use 
and could thus be useful in a greater variety of applications. 
This work was done by Jean-Pierre Fleurial, Alexander Bor-
shchevsky, Thierr5
 Caillat, Donald Morelli, and Gregory Meisner of 
(]altech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For furt her infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Materials category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7 the contractor has elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its com-
mercial use should be addressed to 
lechnolog Reporting Office 
PL 
Iail Stop 249-103 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, GA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-19909. volume and number of this NASA Tech 
B rief's i s.c or, and the page umber 
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imManufacturing/Fabrication 
Expendable Composite-Layup Dies From Rapid-Prototype Masters 
Small production runs of intricate parts can be accomplished at relatively low cost. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A method that exploits rapid proto-
typing has been conceived to reduce 
the time and cost associated with the 
production of small quantities of com-
posite-material parts that have com-
plex shapes. In this method, mandrels 
and dies used in forming composite 
layups are sized and shaped by mold-
ing them on rapid-prototype masters 
and are made of disintegrating mold 
material (DMM). The method is par-
ticularly suitable for manufacturing 
ventilating air ducts and water ducts 
for the International Space Station and 
manifolds and ducts for low-tempera-
ture [<350 °F (<177 °C)] fluids in air-
craft and other vehicles. For the space 
program, this method is most advanta-
geous when the quantities desired are 
low - typically fewer than 10 copies of 
the same manifold or other design for 
a specific application. 
In a related prior method, master 
parts are made of plaster; fabrication is 
difficult, guided by standard paper 
drawings, and often subject to work-
manship errors. In this prior method, 
plaster is cast against a plaster master 
part, then split along appropriate lines 
to create a slush mold. Next, the slush 
mold is filled with DMM, which is a spe-
cial plaster. The part thus formed in 
DMM is then used as a die or mandrel 
for layup of a composite-material part. 
The DMM mandrel is not reusable; it 
must be remade for each part to be
manufactured. The temporal and mon-
etary costs of building the master part 
and the slush mold and associated tool-
ing are often greater than the other 
costs of the three or four detailed 
copies typically manufactured from 
each master part. 
In the present method, neither a plas-
ter master nor a slush mold is used. In-
stead, a master is made by rapid proto-
typing. DMM is then cast against the 
master. Once the DMM has been cured, 
the workpiece is placed in an oven at a 
temperature 225 °F (107 °C). When the 
DMM has been softened by heating, it is 
peeled away from the master. The result-
ing piece of DMM becomes a mandrel 
or mold that can be used in the custom-
High performance
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OEM versions for installed applications 
to measure air and other gases
TSI Incorporated 
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Manufacturing 
ary manner for fabricating the desired 
composite-material part. 
In comparison with the prior method, 
the present method saves considerable 
time and money. These savings are at-
tributable mostly to elimination of the 
slush molds and associated tooling. In 
one application at Johnson Space Cen-
ter, the method was found to cut weeks 
off the time needed to build the first 
part and to reduce the cost of the part 
by more than $8,000. The present 
method also affords greater accuracy, 
tolerances of ±0.005 in. ( =0.13 mm)
being normal. The present method also 
eliminates the need for reworking mas-
ters because the rapid-prototype mas-
ters are made from computer-aided-
drawing data. The total saving, relative 
to the prior method, is expected to 
amount to about 75 percent; this trans-
lates to >5240,000 per year at NASA's 
Palmdale, California site alone. 
The present method has also been 
considered for use in a Marshall Space 
Flight center program in which a few 
composite-material parts are fabricated 
b'., among other things, wrapping tapes
directly on a stereo] ithographic master. 
The present method has shown poten-
tial to enhance the program by making 
it possible to reduce the number of steps 
in fabricating the master and increasing 
the accuracy of the master. 
This work was done l Robert E. Clark, E. 
Wayne Shick, Ernest L. Broaden, and Fer-
nando Scheme! of Boeing North American, 
Inc., for Johnson Space Center. For fur-
ther information, contact the Johnson Space 
Center Commercial Technology Office at 
(281)483-0474. MSC-22928 
Punches and Dies for 
Rounding Corners of 
Metal Sheets 
Corners can be formed to 
desired radii without sawing, 
snipping, or filing. 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
California 
Punch-and-die sets have been designed 
loi use in rounding corners of rectangular 
metal sheets to specified radii. One of the 
traditional procedures for rounding a cor-
ner on a rectangular metal sheet is to first 
make a rough cut with a band saw and/or 
hand metal snips, then to file the roughly 
cut edge; this procedure is time-consum-
ing and does not result in an accurate ra-
dius. The use of a punch-and-die set of the 
present type takes less time and results in 
a corner with an accurate radius. 
The figure shows a punch and die of 
the present type. Of course, the dimen-
sions of the punch and die must be cho-
sen to suit the thickness of the metal 
sheet and the corner radius to be 
formed. Thus far, punch-and-die sets 
have been made for sheet thicknesses up 
to 0.125 in. (=3.2 mm) and corner radii 
from 0.2 to 2 in. (= 5 to 51 mm). 
This work was done bi Cecil L. Wachsman of 
Ames Research Center. For further informa-
(Ion, access the Technical Support Packagr (ThP) 
free on-line at wwucnasateth.com under the 
Manufacturing/Fabrication categrny. ARC-14230 
Corner With Radius to
	 Hole to Guide Punch 
Which Sheet Is Ts Be Out
Pu SC b 
Recess to Hold	 Jre 
Sheet To Be Cu! 
The Punch-and-Die can be used to cut a corner of 
a rectangular metal sheet to a desired radius. This 
is a simplified drawing; some details have been 
omitted for clarity in depicting basic shapes. 
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Model of Pyrolysis of Biomass in a Fluidized-Bed Reactor 
Complex dynamics and heat transfer are represented more realistically than in prior models. 
NASAJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A mathematical model has been for-
mulated to describe the pyrolysis of bio-
mass in a bubbling fluidized-bed reactor. 
The reactor is a vertical cylinder that 
contains a mixture of biomass particles 
and sand. Superheated steam enters the 
reactor through holes in the bottom and 
flows out freely at the top. The sand is a 
high heat capacity medium used for 
heating the biomass. The biomass parti-
cles, initially at room temperature, are 
introduced into the already hot reactor 
and become heated primarily through 
contact with the sand. Upon reaching a 
threshold temperature, the biomass par-
ticles undergo chemical reactions, the 
gaseous products of which are carried 
away by the flow of steam. The "bubbles"
are regions of the fluidized bed that are 
mostly devoid of particles; these regions 
occur as a result of the interaction of the 
turbulent gaseous flow with the particles. 
The mathematical model is one of 
multiphase flow. The mixture of biomass 
and sand is regarded as a particulate 
phase divided into two classes of particles 
that interact with a flowing gas phase. Ini-
tially, the solid biomass is regarded as 
consisting of three chemical species: cel-
lulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. From 
each of these initial species, two new solid 
species are generated during pyrolysis: an 
"active" species and a char. The gas phase 
is regarded as consisting of the original 
carrier gas (steam), plus tar and gas that 
are generated through pyrolysis.
The model includes equations for the 
conservation of mass, momentum, en-
thalpy, and chemical species. The con-
servation equations for the particles are 
derived from the Boltzmann equations 
through ensemble averaging. The partic-
ulate-phase stresses are expressed as a 
tensor sum of collisional and Reynolds 
contributions; contributions from colli-
sions between particles of different 
classes are included. The conservation 
equations for the gaseous phase are the 
Navier-Stokes equations augmented by 
the species and energy equations and by 
the perfect gas law. A distinctive feature 
of these equations are the source/sink 
terms portraying the dynamic interac-
tion between particles and gas phase. 
Call 978-250-4200 or email nanotuf@tritonsystems.com 
today for more information. 
J
Triton Systems, Inc. . Chelmsford, MA 01824 . Tel: 978-250-4200 
Fax: 978-2504533 - Email: into@tntonsystems.com.  Web: www.tritonsystems.com  
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Physical Sciences 
Stresses in the gaseous phase are ex-
pressed as the sum of Newtonian and 
Reynolds (turbulent) contributions. 
Transfer of heat between phases, and be-
tween particles in various classes (e.g., as 
a result of collisions between biomass and 
sand particles) is taken into account. 
Unlike most models of turbulent flows 
of gases in fluidized beds, this model does 
not contain the Boussinesq approxima-
tion, which would imply that the stress 
and strain-rate tensors are aligned. Such 
alignment is not consistent with the recir-
culating flows that occur in fluidized beds. 
Instead, in this model, turbulence is repre-
sented by the equations of the full differ-
ential Reynolds stress model (DRSM) for 
two-phase flows. Some of the terms in the 
DRSM equations are mathematical sub-
models that have yet to be defined. It will 
be necessary to complete the modeling of 
Reynolds stresses for both the gaseous and 
the particulate phases in order to close 
the system of governing equations. 
The model is extremely complex be-
cause of the coupled nature of the dy-
namic and thermodynamic evolution of 
the phases, and because of the turbulent 
features of the gaseous carrier and partic-
ulate flows. Because many of the aspects of
the model are novel, it is expected that the 
first numerical simulations to be per-
formed by
 use of the model will be those 
of sand/biomass dynamics in absence of 
heat transfer, turbulence, or chemical re-
actions. The results of the first simulations 
should enable the validation of the parts 
of the model that represent the dynamic 
interaction between phases and the par-
ticulate stress tensor. 
This work was done by Josette Bellizn and 
Dann) Laihouwers of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Forfurther informa-
tion, access the lèchnical Support Package 
(iSP) free on-line at wwusnasatech.com under 
the Physical Sciences category. NPO-20708 
0 System for Delivering 
Gas Samples to 
Multiple Instruments 
John F Kennedy Space Genter, Rorida 
A system that samples gases at multiple 
remote locations and delivers the gases 
to two or possibly more gas-monitoring 
instruments (e.g., mass spectrometers) 
has been developed. The system includes 
a transport (suction) pump that draws 
the gases from the sampling locations, 
through transport tubes, into a plenum, 
which is large enough to act as a buffer 
against changes in pressure in the trans-
port tubes. Connected to each transport 
tube at a location near the plenum are 
two or more sample tubes that are, in 
turn, connected to manifolds of sample-
selector valves through which gases are 
drawn into the instruments. Each instru-
mnent is equipped with a sampling (suc-
tion) pump that draws gas from one of 
the transport tubes that has been se-
lected by opening the corresponding 
sample-selector valve. Each sampling 
pump is operated under feedback flow 
and pressure control to maintain a steady 
instrument-inlet pressure needed to en-
sure stable instrument readings. The 
sample flow thus diverted from the trans-
port tube is kept to one-fifth or less of the 
transport flow in order to minimize the 
perturbation of the transport flow and 
thus, further, minimize any effect of one 
instrument on the other. 
This work was done b Barry Davis, Cainlyn 
A. Mizell, and Frederick W. Adams ofKennedy 
Space Center and Timothy Griffin, Curtis M. 
Lampkin, Guy Naylor, and Richardj Hritz of 
Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc. For furt her infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP)free on-line at www.na.satech.com under 
the Physical Sciences category. KSC-12123 
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) Atmospheric 
Source of Atomic 
Oxygen for 
Cleaning Paintings 
A vacuum chamber is no 
longer necessary. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, 
Cleveland, Ohio 
A portable apparatus that operates at 
atmospheric pressure generates a beam 
of monatomic oxygen. The apparatus is 
designed to be used in a dry, noncontact 
process for removing organic contami-
nants from the surfaces of paintings. Or-
ganic contaminants that can be wholly or 
partly removed by use of this apparatus 
include some deposited in acts of deface-
ment (e.g., lipstick and marks left by felt-
tip and ball-point pens) and some de-
posited from fire (e.g., soot and charred 
binder). In some cases, this apparatus 
may make it possible to restore works of 
art that were previously counted as lost. 
The use of monatomic oxygen to re-
move undesired organic materials from 
the surfaces of paintings was reported in 
several articles in previous issues of NASA 
Tech Briefr namely, "Atomic Oxygen Re-
moves Varnish and Lacquer From Old 
Paintings" (LEW-16031), Vol. 20, No. 4 
(April 1996), page 61; and "Cleaning 
Soot From Oil Paintings With Mona-
tomic Oxygen" (LEW-15896), NASA Tech 
Briefs, Vol. 20, No. 10 (October 1996), 
page 110. Monatomic oxygen reacts with 
carbonaceous deposits on the surfaces of 
paintings, converting the carbon to CO 
and CO2 and converting any hydrogen 
content of the deposit to H 2O vapor. 
Conventional techniques for cleaning 
paintings involve the use of solvents, 
which are not effective in some deface-
ment cases and cases of severe fire dam-
age. In contrast, the use of wonatomic 
oxygen causes the removal of caihona- 
ceous deposits at controlled rates, and 
cleaning can be stopped at any point. 
The cited prior articles describe plac-
ing each painting to he cleaned in a vac-
uum chamber, where it was exposed to 
monatomic oxygen from either a plasma 
or a beam source. The present atmos-
pheric-pressure apparatus makes a vac-
uum chamber unnecessary. In this appa-
ratus, monatomic oxygen is generated in 
a dc arc in a mixture of oxygen flowing 
at rate of 0.1 to 0.2 L/min and helium 
flowing at a rate of 4.3 L/min. The role 
of the helium is to inhibit the recombi-
nation of monatomic oxygen into di-
atomic oxygen.
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The arc is struck between (1) a cath-
ode in the form of a stainless-steel disk 
containing a 3:175-mm-diameter circu-
lar orifice on a truncated cone at one 
end of a plenum through which the gas 
mixture flows and (2) an anode in the 
form of a tungsten needle inside the 
plenum, 1.6 mm upstream from the ori-
fice. The arc is powered by a 7-kVdc sup-
ply in series with a 1-Ma current-limiting 
resistor. The arc is blown through the 
orifice, giving rise to a stream of oxygen 
ions and charge-exchange neutral oxy-
gen atoms that are propelled about 1 cm 
downstream from the orifice. These oxy-
gen species can react with organic mate-
rials exposed to the stream. 
A painting to be cleaned is typically 
placed about 8 mm downstream from 
the orifice. Because the spot that is 
cleaned by exposure to the stream is 
only 3 to 5 mm wide, it is necessary
 to 
translate the apparatus gradually along 
the painting surface to clean a larger 
area. The apparatus was used to clean 
lipstick defacement from an Andy 
Warhol painting. As shown in Figure 2, 
the lipstick was completely removed. 
This work was done by Bruce A. Banks 
and Sharon K. Rutledge of Glenn Research 
Center and Edward Sechkar and Thomas 
Stueber of D-ynacs Engineering Co., Inc. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at
www.nasatech.com under the Physical Sci-
ences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Centei; Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135, Refer to LEW-16971, 
V.
- .- - : --c>.--
Figure 2. The Effectiveness of Lipstick Smudge 
Removal on Andy Warhol's painting, "Bathtub," 
is shown in closeup photographs: (a) Before 
atomic oxygen cleaning and (b) after atomic 
oxygen cleaning. 
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Figure l.A Stream That Contains 0 Atoms and 0 Ions is generated in a dc arc in a flowing He/0 2 mixture. 
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the vessel height. Call 865-482-4056. American 
Magnetics, Inc.: email: sales@ameriranmnagnetics.  
corn; website: www.americanmagnetics.com 
American Magnetics, Inc.
For More Information Circle No. 602 
-	 SCSI 
{iII1IIIIII
ENCLOSURES 
Tech-
announce the re- 
Itt! ,t i ii: 'ii .1 expansion chassis, 
the InfoStationt 'I backplane-design SCSI enclosure. 
Its direct connect backplane supports up to 9 high-
density, high-speed, 3.5" SCSI single-ended, Ultra2, 
or Ultral60 SCA devices for RAID or JBOD applica-
tions. With upgrade slots for adding RAID and SAF-
TE controller modules, the InfoStation is read y for 
the future when you are. StorCase Technology, a 
Kingston Technology Co.: www.storcase.com 
StorCase Technology, Inc.
For More Information Circle No. 605 
FMEA SOFTWARE 
	
FMEA-Prg	 Failure Modes and Effects 
	
.	 Aitalssis using FMEA-Pi oô 5 I c-itt powers automotive, coil-stifler, electronic, aerospace. defense and general mantt-ii turing industries to utpm ove the quality, reliabili--. s and safety of their prod-
_____________________________ it is. This 11111% customizable, 
software helps companies comply with QS 9000, 
ISO 9000, SAE J1739, MIL-STD-1629, ISO/TS 
16949 and other regulations. FMEA-Proô 5 contains 
extensive libraries and data protection features. 
The report generation tools support a variety of file 
formats, including HTML and PDF. Download a 
free trial: wssw.fmtteasoftisare.cont. 
Dyadem International Ltd. 
For More Information Circle No. 608 
ELECTRONIC 
CATALOG 
-	 Niss sirs j tist added 
-	
Ft cc software is noss 
isailable that allows 
-	
-migineers to search 
through thousands of 
ttandard retaining 
mugs	 and	 wave 
springs. Utilize inter-
active design wizards 
to create cctstont rings and springs, and input 
assembly parameters to calculate thrust capacity. 
maximum rpm and stress. Smalley Steel Ring 
Company, 385 Gilman Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090: 
Tel: 817-537-7600; Fax: 847-537-7698: websiti': 
wwss-.sut.illm's.cotts: email: irtfo@snsalles.com  
Smalley Steel Ring Company 
For More Information Circle No. 611
SOFTWARE 
-	 SHOWCASE 
8-t fits .sue Shcmss-& are pm ovides L	 you with information and demonstrations of industry leading National Instruments 
- .
	 application software for mea- 
surement and automation 
applications, such as LabVIEWtM , Lab'A'indo%VSTM/ 
CVI, LookoutTM, HiQTM , and much more. The free 
multimedia CD also offers direct access to product 
and order information via the Internet. Call or visit 
the National Instruments Web site for your free CD 
National Instruments; Tel: 800433-3488 (U.S. and 
Canada): 512-794-0100; Fax: 512-683-9300; e-mail: 
info@
 ni.co[n: iii,. rti.com/inlo shoss'ctcse 
National Instruments
For More Information Circle No. 603 
LO-COG ® DC 
/	 GEARMOTORS
/1J'!tNJ (BULLETIN LCG) 
Pittman brand LO-COG® brush- 
ottmmtttated DC gearmotors 
- offer smooth, quiet operation 
- and long life. LO-COG® gearmo-
tor'feature sintered steel spur gears and are avail- 
able with several reduction ratios and torque rating 
to provide and economical solution for a wide 
range of applications. An innovative cartridge 
brush assembly reduces audible and electrical noise 
and significantly improves brush life by maintaining 
optimum brush force throughout the life of the 
motor. Pittman - A PennEngineering Company: 
Tel: 877-PITTMAN (877-718-8626); Fax: 215-256.
-1338; website: www.pimtmanttem.com 
Pittman
For More Information Circle No. 606 
TUESDAY @ TEN: 
INTERNET TV 
DISTANCE DEMOS 
SHOW WHAT'S 
LRG4 ii NEW 
Join Algor esecs litesday at 10 
a. m. Eastern  Time at www. 
eTerhLeartiing.com to learn 
about Algor's Finite Element Analysis and fill] 
Mechanical Event Simulation software and its 
ImtCAD products for doing FEA within CAD. Viewers 
can phone or e-mail questions to be answered by 
Algor engineers during these free, public Webrasts. 
Replays are available on demand. Phone: (412) 967-
2700; E-mail: imsfoalgor.coin; or Fax: (412) 967-
2781: wwsv.eTt' ld,eai thug., itumi. msww.algot:coums 
Algor, Inc.
For More Information Circle No. 609 
RESEARCH CHEMICAL, 
METALS AND MATE-
:	 RIALS CATALOG 
I	 lie tic-sr 2001 02 amalog con-
-	 'Its the entire Alfa Aesar prod 
I tinge in a single "All-in-One" 
imtion. The catalog carries near-
25,000 products, including 
Inorganic and organic corn-
It ptitc tIcm,ils and elements, alloys precious 
imtc'tal compounds and catalysts, rare earths, analyti-
cal products, Iabware and more. Includes nearly 
3.000 new products. Alfa Aesar - Ajohnson Matthey 
Company, 30 Bond Sm., Ward Hill, MA 01835; Tel: 
800-343-0660; Fax: 800-322- .4757: email: immfo@ 
,ilfa.cotmt: Its out online catalog at sssss,.,ilfa.t mimtm 
Alfa Aesar
For More Information Circle No, 612 
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MICRO-METALLIZER 
PLATING PROCESS 
Loss-Cost Disposable Appli-
cators permit instantaneous 
selection from a variet y of 
plating possibilities without 
- preparation of solutions 
Applications include goldfin-
ger repair & rework, electron-
ic instrument repair, prototype development work, 
etc. Available solutions: gold, silver, copper, nickel, 
palladium, rhodium, tin, zinc, chrome-color, black 
nickel. Hunter Products, Inc., Bridgewater, NJ 
08807; Tel: 800-524-0692; Fax: 908-526-8348; web-
site: www.hunterproducts.com ; email: hunter@ 
eclipse.net
Hunter Products, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 613 
mo
NEW INVENTORS 
VIDEOS TEACH 
LAW & BUSINESS 
Save time and money b' 
learning how to patent your 
ideas, how to build a prof- 
table business, and how to 
____________ make the law work for you. 
-I series by Patent Attorney 
Raili \iiis ii I - is lies inventors everything from 
start to finish about patents and inventing. Protect 
your invention, learn the laws and tricks of the 
trade. This expanding 10-volume set of informative 
and easy-to-understand videos is available. Info 
Line: 888-258-5164, or order online at 
www.InventorsInsider.com 
Inecom, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 615 
' MINIATURE 
p	 FITTINGS, VALVES 
...	 AND QUICK 
DISCONNECTS 
\ sW 2001 catalog with maits j new part numbers and engi-neering drawings. Beswick spe-
cializes in miniature fittings. 
.sls s-s. i k Ii's I sC is, and orifices with leak tight 
0-ring face seals. 1 he 2001 catalog also features an 
expanded orifice/restrictor section, new low crack-
ing pressure valves, numerous additions to the stain-
less steel line and much more! Beswick Engineering 
Co., Inc., Greenland, NH; Tel: 800-354-5014; Fax: 
603-433-3313; email: hesales©beswick.com ; website; 
wwss'.besss-ic k.cons 
Beswick Engineering Co., Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 618 
J FLOW CHARTING 
PDQ 
Professional people that 
draw flow charts may hear 
the noise and see the glitter, 
-i
	
	 but they know Flow Chart-

ing PDQ was designed for 
• flowcharting. It is the sim-
ple flowcharting program 
used in quality and manu-
facturing environments - 
.51111 ttse I irs a uditors, attorneys, and engineers. It 
is actively being used to chart ideas, workflows, 
and data flow diagrams. Try Us! Download a 15-
day trial version at www.patton-patton.com
 or call 
1-800-525-0082. 
Patton & Patton Software Corp 
For More Information Circle No. 621 
L.
NEW KEITH LEY 
SWITCHING HAND-
BOOK 
be 4th Edition of Keithley 
'Istruments' free Switching 
itndbook is now available. This 
eful reference is designed to 
sip test system developers 
isderstand how to reconcile 
d is sr a id ott fi cti ng switching requirements 
when designing the switch systems needed to auto-
mate their applications. To request a free copy, call 
Keithley tollfree at 1-888-534-8453 or visit the com-
pany's website:www.keithley.com. Keithley 
Instruments, Inc., 28775 Aurora Road, Cleveland, 
OH 44139: Tel: 888-534-8453: Fax; 440-248-6168. 
Keithley Instruments Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 614 
I HALOGEN TASK 
LIGHTS 
Sunnex Halogen Task 
i Lights are used for a multi-
tude of OEM applications. 
They provide "natural" 
white light, are energy effi-
cient and rugged. A com-
plete range of options 
-x;	 allows you to design the spe-

cific light for your require- 
merits. You'll find Sunnex lights on machine tools, 
production machinery, assembly equipment - even 
on the HUMVEE. Sunnex, Inc., Natick, MA; 
Tel: 800-445-7869; Fax: 508-651-0099; email: 
sunnex@sunnex.com; website; www.sunnexonline.com 
Sunnex Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 616 
ADHESIVES, 
COATINGS 
AND POTTING
	
I I	 COMPOUNDS 
	
-" -.	 "•"'	 Since 1965, Aremco 
Products, Inc. has been a 
Ic,ulcs iii tlit ii h lIIlI lit and productions of high 
lerllper.itul c- ,rdftestses, coatings, sealants and pot-
ting compounds. These advanced materials are used 
throughout industry
 in the design of sensors, electri-
cal components and analytical instruments, as well as 
the maintenance of high temperatures industrial 
process equipment. Aremco Products, Inc. 707-B 
Executive Blvd., P.O. Box 517 Valley Cottage, NY 
10989; Tel: 845-268-0039; Fax: 845-268-0041; email: 
aremco@aretrtctl.com:
 wcbsite; ss-ss-w.aremco.com 
Aremco Products Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 619 
STRESS ANALYSIS 
MADE EASY 
Beam 2D delivers instant, 
detailed analysis of complex stat-
ically indeterminate and deter-
minate beams. Created specifi-
cally for mechanical and struc-
tural designers, this program is 
' - all you need to tackle problems 
involving multi-support, multi-load, multiple cross-
section beams quickly and effortlessly. Features 
include a pop-up cross-section properties calcula-
tor, built-in databases of beam properties, shear 
deflection analysis, and much more. Price: $285.00 
complete; 90-day no-risk evaluation. Free trial 
download: www.orandsystems.com . Orand Systems 
Inc. Tel: 905-5694)055; Fax; 905-569-0045 
Orand Systems Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 622
FREE DATA 
STARTER KIT 
Macbe votive always 
I "C' wanted to try PC-based data acquisition. Or 
maybe you acquire data 
____________	 now but aren't pleased 
with the results or per-
formance. Here's your 
It,itii 5 to iii 0511 ,s,!sitIotI absolutely FREE. Sign up 
to receive our WinDaq Starter Kit that includes data 
acquisition hardware, and a CD-ROM containing 
WinDaq software, a multimedia tutorial, and elec-
tronic catalog. Visit DATAQ Instruments on the web 
at wwss.dataq.cons/nlit to register. 
DATAQ Instruments 
ALGOR 
SIMULATES 
MEMS 
Free Webcasts show 
StEMS simulation with 
5,.LGOR's FEA technol-
ogs that couples elec-t i ostatic analysis and 
static & dynamic stress 
rialyses, all operated 
through an easy-to-use 
interface within CAD 
that includes model 
scaling & building tools. Website; mems6.algor.com: 
email; tttetnis6algnt.t otis: Tel; 412-967-2700; 
ALGOR, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 617 
-	
DATA ACQUISI-
TION CATALOG 
lOtech's Data Acquisi-
tion & Instrumentation 
Catalog. This free 320-
sage catalog features our 
-	 complete line of prod-
ucts pictured for the first 
time in full color. New 
products include an 
Ethernet-based recorder, 
plug-u I I Ill temperature and voltage 
instrumen ts. A ssrcic range of data acquisition sys-
tems and signal conditioning options, as well as 
IEEE 488 instruments and controllers are also fea-
tured. lOtech, Inc.: Tel; 440-4394091; Fax: 440-439-
4093; e-mail: sales@iot(-cli.coni;,Aww.iotech.com
 
lOtech, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 620 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
MEASUREMENT 
AND INSTRUMEN-
TATION 
-	
The (;reeitcast 5" Product 
Preview from the upcoming 
OMEGAVolume MM ® Environmental Handbook 
contains a brand new selection of leading edge 
technology products for Process Measurement and 
Control from mini-infrared guns with circle dot 
laser precision, datalogging digital thermometers 
with dual input features to general test equipment 
DMM's with interchangeable heads for versatility. 
Every product can be purchased online. For more 
information, go to the OMEGA Engineering Inc. 
web site. OMEGA Engineering In. email; infoh 
oit!ega.cotst: websi IC svsvss.oinlega.( out 
Omega Engineering Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 623 
Analysis of

Radial Comb Motor

MEMS Device 
bi^^m 
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Information Sciences 
General-Purpose Wavelet Program 
This program affords a variety of capabilities that are especially useful in wavelet analysis. 
Stennis Space Center, Mississippi 
"S+Wavelets" is the name of a computer 
program that implements a suite of math-
ematical "tools" for wavelet analysis of sig-
nals (including two-dimensional signals 
that represent images.) Wavelets, being lo-
calized in both time and frequency (or 
space and wave number), serve as means 
for transforming and extracting informa-
tion from signals that have temporally or 
spatially varying properties. In a sense, 
wavelet methods combine the best fea-
tures of time and frequency methods 
(e.g.. Fourier-transform methods). Mod-
em wavelet research began in the mid-
1980s, but until now, there has been no 
commercially available, general-purpose 
software to support rapid prototyping for 
research on, and application of, wavelets. 
S+Wavelets satisfies the need for such a 
computer code. 
S+Wavelets provides a variety of trans-
form objects for one- and two-dimensional 
sets of data, including the following: 
• The discrete wavelet transform with or-
thogonal and biorthogonal wavelets; 
• Multiresolution analysis and decompositions; 
• Wavelet-packet and cosine-packet trans-
forms with best-basis selection; 
• Matching pursuits decompositions; 
• Robust and outlier-resistant wavelet 
transforms; 
• Translation-invariant (nondecimated) 
wavelet transforms; 
• Decompositions of signals into atomic 
waveforms; and 
• Estimates of signals through wavelet 
shrinkage
S+Wavelets is available as part of a soft-
ware system called "S-PLUS." S+Wavelets 
supports such basic S-PLUS functions as 
print, plot, and summary, specializing 
these features and functions for wavelet 
objects. Other basic S-PLUS generic func-
tions supported in S+Wavelets include 
subscript and assignment operators, arith-
metic and logical operators, mathematical 
functions, and a suite of "tools" that assist 
in visualization of data. The visualization 
tools include autocorrelation-function 
plots, box plots, bar plots, dot charts, his-
tograms, and quantile-quan tileplots. All of 
these functions are specialized for wavelet 
objects; for example, in the case of a dis-
crete wavelet transform, side-by-side box 
plots would depict wavelet coefficients 
grouped by resolution levels. 
S+Wavelets introduces several new func-
tions that are especially useful for wavelet 
analysis. These include provisions for dis-
playing a palate of "interesting" views, 
time-scale and time-vs-frequency plots, 
transfer-function plots, evaluation of 
Fourier transforms of wavelets, plots of en-
ergy-concentration efficiencies of wave-
forms, and plots for visualizing the type of 
transform basis selected for analysis. 
S-i-Wavelets offers the following other 
capabilities and features that are impor-
tant for wavelet analysis: 
• Perfect Reconstruction - All transform 
objects can be inverted to recover orig-
inal signals to within round-off errors. 
• Dual Implementation in S-PLUS and C 
- Most of the algorithms in S+Wavelets
are implemented in both the S-PLUS 
and C languages for flexibility and effi-
ciency. The S-PLUS versions are used to 
make modifications and extensions, 
while the C versions are ordinarily used 
to perform computations. 
• Ability to Create New Wavelet Filters - 
Users can create their own wavelets and 
wavelet filters for use in addition to, or 
in place of, built-in wavelets and filters. 
• Support for Arbitrarily Sized Signals - 
Most transforms can be applied to a sig-
nal or image of any size, and are not re-
stricted to sample sizes divisible by inte-
ger powers of 2. 
• Variety of Boundary Conditions - 
Boundary-treatment rules and bound-
ary conditions accommodated in 
S+Wavelets include periodic, reflec-
tion, zero, polynomial extension, and 
internal wavelets. 
• Wavelet Matrix Filter Operations -
Matrix filter operations can be created 
for wavelet transforms. This is useful 
for education and research. 
This work was done by Andrew Bruce and 
Hong-Ye Goo of MathSoft, Inc., for Stennis 
Space Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the 
contractor has elected to retain title to this in-
vention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
STATSGI Division MathSofi 
1700 Westlake Ave. North, Suite 500 
Seattle, WA 98109 
Refer to £SC-00076, volume and number of this 
NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page number 
Automated Generation of Reports of Mars Rover Operations 
NASA 'sJtt Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A document describes a system for the 
automated generation of reports of op-
erations of a robotic exploratoryvehicle 
(rover) on Mars. The automated report-
generation system supplants a predomi-
nantly manual system, thereby making 
more information available in less time 
and reducing the probability of data-
entry errors. The automated report-gen-
eration system has been incorporated
into the Web Interface for Telescience, 
WITS, and utilizes information in the 
WITS database. (Described in several 
prior NASA Tech Briefs articles, the WITS 
is an Internet-based software system that 
enables geographically dispersed scien-
tists and engineers to monitor and com-
mand a rover.) 
This work was done by Paul Backes and 
Jeffrey Norris of Caltech for NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy of 
the document, "Automated Rover Sequence 
Report Generation, "access the 1i'chnical Sup-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at www. 
nasatech.com under the Information Sciences 
category. 
This softuan' is available for commercial li-
censing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cali-
Jiirnia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-21 /23. 
-
- 
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ONE COMPONENT 
THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE 
SILICONE 
ADHESIVE/SEALANT 
MASTER SIL 705TC 
• Exceptionally high thermal conductivity • Out- 
standing electrical insulation Service up to 400°F 
• No mixing - one part system • Room temperature 
cure  Non-corrosive • Excellent adhesion to differ-
ent substrates 0 Resists severe shock, vibration and 
Aze 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings
154 Hobart St., Hackensack, NJ 07601 
TEL: 201-343-8983 FAX: 201-343-2132 
For More Information circle No. 442 
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New on  
WEB
	 .	 p. 01 p. 01 p. p. p. P. 
Free CAD Models	 - 
BAND-IT, Denver, CO,

offers downloadable 2D - 
and 3D models of more	 () -.------
than 700 products from
 
their Web site. 3D IGES 
models customized for 27 
different systems, 3D STEP,
 
and 2D DXF six-view lay-
 
outs are available. The com-
pany manufactures and
 
supplies stainless steel clamping, fastening, and identilic,tti,
	 ftns. 
www.band-it-idex.com
Electronic Enclosures 
Electronic engineers can

design, spec, view, price, and

printout information on

electronic enclosures via a

new Web site from Equipto

Electronics Corp., Aurora,

IL. The site includes techni-

cal drawings, and a form that

provides an instant parts list

and prices on any electronic
cabinet. The site also can be

used to establish hills of materials and determine budgets. 
www.equiptoelec.com 
CAD Model Repair 
International TechneGroup, Milford, OH, has introduced 
DEXCenter.com', an on-line service for CAD model repair, healing, and 
translation. It provides 
translation between sys-
tems and formats such as I-
DEAS, UGS, Pro/ENGI-
NEER, CATIA, Parasolid, 
IGES, STEP, and STI.. 
Other tools availabli 
through the site includc 
CADfix' for model healint 
and repair, and GAD/IQ 
a model quality, interopcl 
ability, and six sigma tstin 
tool. www.dexcenter.com
- Machinery
Bearings 
Mohawk Innovative 
Technology, Albany, 
NY, has redesigned its 
-,	
Web site to include

more information on 
. 0 the company's product development and tech-
nology capabilities. 
The company inte-
grates its oil-free bear-
ings Into high-speed rotating machinery such as gas turbine engines 
and compressors. Also described on the site are compliant foil bear-
ings and magnetic hearings. www.miti.cc
NASA Tech Briefs,June 2001
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3D Simulation 
SfiapeSnstchur 3.0 from Eyetronics, Los Angeles, CA, is an inte-
p.tckage that creates high-resolution 3D models from 
51""M[) photographs. The package contains Shape- ii,itcher 3.0, ShapeMatcher 2.0, ShapeReducer 3.0, 
\l Ipping Tools v2.0, and Xtrusion v2.0. Shape-
"ii III her transforms a slide projector and digital 
ra into a 3D scanning and modeling system. 
I hr package features a built-in absolute scale in the 
III)Iauon file, automatic reading of associated tex-
-[it , files, an "undo" function, automatic checking 
1 OpenGL-compatible graphics cards, and a high-
map that maintains the original image size and 
maps 01110 the ieduced-sized model. Circle No. 727 
Thermal Analysis 
Harvard Thermal, Harvard, MA, offe 
Version 6 of the Thermal Analysis System 
(TAS) thermal modeling software featur-
ing SyncroMesh', which allows users to 
create an interface between different 
parts of a model without having the dc-
merit mesh agree. A detailed model of an electrical 
component can be placed on a course representation of the 
board and solved for temperatures. It can then be moved or duplicat-
ed, and then resolved without modifications. The system also includes 
two-button automeshing, vector-based heat loads, and heat flux con-
tour plots. Circle No. 728 
Techr'ii' Pl,+frq
.-\mtcc Engineering, Bellevue. WA, has 
announced Tecplot® Version 9.0 technical 
plotting software with 2D and 3D capabilities 
for visualizing technical data from analyses, 
simulations, and experiments. It uses 
()penGL® to interactively visualize, explore, 
ioalvze, and virtually "fly" through large 2D 
and 3D data sets consisting of millions of data 
points. It can load and plot data organized in 
variety of grid structures that are used in 
computer programs to simulate physics like 
Iliagnetics, and heat transfer. Circle No. 730 
Simulation and Analysis 
ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, offers DesignSpace 5 Version 6.0 up-front 
simulation software for confirming design assumptions and predicting 
product performance early in the design process. It features paramet-
ric simulation, thin sheet-metal capability, advanced non-linear con-
tact, fatigue, and meshing controls. 
Users can view GAD parameters in 	 STRESS 
DesignSpace and select those they	 - 
wish to change. Those parameters, as 
well as material properties and loads, 
are assembled into a scenario table, 
and the software solves the scenarios 
and provides a "what-if" results	 's	 SHAPE OPTIMIZATION 
summary. Productivity enhance-
ments include an oversized model viewing window, interactive results 
displays, context-sensitive dialog boxes, customizable wizards, and a 
simulation "details" window. Circle No. 731
For More Information Circle No. 446 
-., 
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Up to 128 channels 
It
 Sc 
*4^
Nevv on the 
MARKET., . 0. 101 11. 10- P. 101 Record Sensor Signals at 50MB/s wit!-
Portable daqP 
Infrared Thermometer 
The 0S540 portable infrared thermometer from OMEGA Engi-
neering. Stamford. CT. i, de 'igned for non-contact temperature mea-
____________________- - - surement applications, including diesel 
and fleet maintenance, electrical, 
I IVAC/R automotive, in-process tern-
nature measurement, and plastics 
mo lding. Features include circle or dot 
laser sighting, 9-volt batten', response 
time of 500 ms, and a temperature 
range from -20 to 420° C. It also offers 
resolution of I °C/ I F and spectral 
response of 6-14 mm. Circle No. 721 
An Open Architecture PC that 
Ne' 
Acquires, Archives and Networks 
Analog Sensor Signals in Real-Time 
——
	
	 INTERACTIVE 
CIRCUITS AND E€.J SYSTEMS LTD.,' 
Notfring Else Comes Close 
For More Information Circle No. 444 
Just in time for 
summer. 
NASA 
Official red and 
blue NASA vector 
logo on quality 
white cotton shirt. 
Rush me	 NASA T-shirts @ $13.95 each. (Add $5.00 to order for 
shipping. NY residents add sales tax.) Size(s): 
Adult:	 M	 L	 XL 
Youth:	 S	 M	 L 
Total enclosed: $ 
E Check (payable to ABP International) 
El Credit Card:	 E VISA	 E Mastercard	 El AmEx 
Card No. 
Exp. Date 
Signature 
Name____________ 
Company 
Address___________ 
City/ST/Zip________ 
Phone No.  
Fax to: (212) 986-7864 or mail to: ABP Intl., 317 Madison Ave., 
#1900, New York, NY 10017. 
Order online: www.nasdtech.corn/stor
Document Solutions 
Xerox Engineering Systems, Stamford, CT, has introduced the 
Synergix 825 DS, 8830 DS, and 8855 DS printers, each of which com-
bines with the Synergix Scan System to create integrated solutions. All 
Synergix systems are modular, scaleable, and upgradeable for CAD, 
commercial reprographics, engineering departments, architectural 
firms, construction, utilities, and manufacturing. The Synergix Scan 
System processes smaller, lower resolution documents and automati-
cally adjusts image quality. Features include background suppression, 
thick document handling, a flat document stacker that retains the 
order of document sets, batch mode, 256 grayscale conversion from 
full-color originals, and factory-aligned sensors that remain perma-
nently aligned and require no manual recalibration. Circle No. 725 
11 Fjj-
-- National Starch and Chemical, 
litidgewater, NJ, offers PF20I0 sil-
ver-filled epoxy film, an unsupport-
ed epoxy adhesive that provides thin, 
b. uniform bond lines with electrical 
and thermal properties. Typical prop- 
,"ties include an aluminum-to-alu -
minumlap shear of over 2,400 psi, 
- C	 Itermal conductivity at 121°C of 3.5 
W in K id ic, tsti%m 1 0.0002 ohns-cm. It has a room-tem-
perature work life 019(1 clay,, and a long shelf-life when stored frozen. 
The flInt is available in sheet, tape, or die-cut pieces for specific bond 
lines. Circle No. 722 
Thermally Conductive Polymer 
CoolPoly thermally conductive polymers from Cool Polymers, 
Warwick, RI, is an alternative to metals, ceramics, and non-thermally 
conductive plastics. The polymers are suitable for use in applications 
such as industrial equipment, lighting, electronics, power electronics, 
medical, and automotive. The injection-molded pol ymer can replace 
metal and ceramic parts, uffei- ilt4 I oct ti-tIit ii lilil-ji do it;i!-
ity and parts consolidati 
elimination of post-machin ii 
and assembly operations, all 
heat transfer. As a replacenici 
for plastics parts, the polvit 
offers elimination of 
spots," effective heat transti 
and low coefficient of therm 
expansion. Circle No. 724 
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Redlake high-speed cameras provide super slow motion 
images allowing you to see, measure and understand 
events that are too fast for the eye to perceive. 
tAASD 
REDLAKE MASD, INC	
r (858) 4818 1 82 
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scom 
For More information Circle No. 555
WHATEVER 
IT TAKES! 
( 
• Smallest Space Pressure Transducer Available 
• Digitally Corrected to 0.15% Error Band
• RS485 or 12C Digital Output, Trio Option

• Radiation Hardened to lOOK Rads 
CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ON ALL OUR SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
New 
iRigtyrjP1ressjTransdjtcej LITE RATU RE. 
Under 55 grams mass! 
:F and Microwave Products 
ulga-tronics, San Ramon, CA, has issued a catalog 
if microwave synthesizers, power meters, RF signal 
cnerators, and VXI instruments. The company 
designs, manufactures, and markets a line of RF 
and microwave instruments with applications in 
o ireless communications, satellite transmission, 
aircraft navigation, and electronic defense. A 
nsor selection chart matches products to exact 
in(aurement requirements. Circle No. 710 
Thermoplastic Parts 
RTP, Winona. MN, offcrs a technical hi 
describing physical property enhancements ,ii GUARDJ 
the cost savings associated with compounds coii Mon 
taming DuPont Fluoroguard O
 perfluoropols. 
ether (PFPE)	 synthetic oil. The compounds I. 
eliminate "plate-out" associated with PTFE and 
increase	 throughput.	 Physical	 property 
enhancements include improved wear resis-
tance,	 fatigue	 resistance,	 and	 minimized 
scratches or marring. Circle No. 711 
Torque Tester
2770 Long Road, Grand Island, NY 14072 
@POOO@ Ph: 716-773-9300 • Fax: 716-773-5019 E-Mail: sales@gp50.com 
AEROSPACE DIV. Website: www.gp50.com 
For More Information Circle No. 427 
Above your name on the mailing label there is an

11-digit number, a space followed by the letters 'NB,'

and then a four-digit code. The first two digits of this

code represent the year you last renewed your

subscription. If this date is any earlier than '01," it is

time to update your subscription before it lapses.
Take a moment today to renew at: 
L www.nasatech.com/subscrjbe  
Reading someone else's copy? 
Start your own subscription by completing the fast

and easy online qualification form.
J
' brochure describing the RT2-E Running 
-Torque Tester is available from Timken Super 
Pi ecision, Keene, NH. The tester determines the 
I ual running torque inherent to a rotating sys-
ri. A user can diagnose problems in existing 
hearing equipment or identify problems prior 
' r i se .
 Problems such as retainer hang-up, ball 
-	 'I race surface problems contamination, 
I , internal geometry, and structural defects can 
he 	 on a single bearing or a group 
of bearings through sampling. Circle No. 712 
Contract Manufacturing 
United for Excellence (UFE), Stillwater. 
MN, offers a brochure describing its product 
engineering, injection molding, mold manu-
facturing, and contract manufacturing ser-
vices. These capabilities are for the design, 
development, and production of precision 
components or complete products. The ser-
vices can be used individually or as part of an 
integrated program from design to final 
assembly. Circle No. 713 
Standoff Fasteners 
A four-page bulletin from PEM Fastening Systems, Danboro, PA, 
profiles PEM' SNAP-TOP' all-metal standoffs designed to attach and 
space PC boards and subassemblies without using screws or other 
threaded fastening hardware. Upon installation, the fasteners utilize a 
spring action to hold PC boards and subassemblies, while allowing for 
attachment and removal of boards or panels with snap-on/snap-off 
action. Circle No. 715 
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some day, you'll use virtual prototyping. 
unfortunately, your competitors are doing it now. 
Eliminate physical prototyping with MSCMarc 
While you're making prototypes, 
MSC.Marc users are making 
progress. MSC.Marc's unparalleled 
nonlinear FEA capabilities allow 
them to iterate and perfect their 
design virtually, for unprecedented 
speed to market. Proven by 30 years 
of use in over 5000 customer 
installations, MSC.Marc scales 
from small Intel workstations 
to distributed computing and 
supercomputers. 
Begin catching up with the competition at 
mscsoftware.comlmarc today!
V1
MSC"  SOFTWARE le S I M U , A T I X G RIALIt DO IMPOSSIBLE THINGS WITH MSC VISIJALNASTRAN PRODUCTS
Shown are AT! six-axis transducers from 17mm dia. to 330 mm dia.
Strong Transducers With Low-Noise Outputs Measuring Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz. 
7 highly recommend AT! 's force/torque transducers to anyone 
who needs a reliable, pre-calibrated, easily programmable 
transducer. It is a truly versatile plug-and-play system." 
Prof. Francisco Valero-Cuevas 
Neuromuscular Biomechanics Laboratory 
Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Cornell University 
"Because of their off-the-shelf solutions for miniature force and 
torque sensing, we were able to go from concept to working 
prototype in months instead of years." 
Patrick Jensen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology 
Johns Hopkins University 
'The force/torque systems from All are ideal in our study of 
human grip force coordination and production. They are as 
close to a turn-key system that we have found." 
Professor Jay L Alberts, Ph.D. 
Dept. of Health and Performance Sciences 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
All manufactures a variety of extremely robust six-axis Force/Torque (FA) sensors that provide low-noise, high-resolution signals with 
output speeds of up to 1 0kHz and factors of safety up to 27 times measurement range. Since 1983, All has provided thousands of customers 
with F/I's ranging from the smallest six-axis sensor in the world (17 mm diameter) to sensors measuring thousands of pounds. The F/I can 
provide data via voltage outputs, RS-232 serial or interface with either ISA, PCI, PCMCIA or cP(l buses. All is developing interfaces to Firewire, 
VXI, USB, DeviceNet and Ethernet. The F/i' can also interface with analog data acquisition systems (seven channels required). 
For more information, contact Milton Gore at mgore@ati-ia.com
 or extension 132. 
Our 	
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